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ABSTRACT 

The lexicon of modern Chinese is composed mainly of 

disyllabic compound words; some of the compounds are 

separable, while others are not. Hindered by problems with 

the definition of the Chinese word and by the concept of 

separate grammatical levels on which morphological, 

syntactic and semantic processes occur, previous linguistic 

stUdies have been unable to fully account for the 

separability of some compounds and for the relationship of 

compound separability to phrase separability. This 

dissertation finds that, with morphemes having the same 

syntactic association with other morphemes that words or 

phrases have with other words or phrases, categoria1 rules 

logically explain the common syntax of Chinese words and 

phrases. 

In categoria1 grammar analysis based on the work of 

Ajdukiewicz (1935), Montague (1974), Partee (1972; 1975), 

and Bach (1983; 1984), categories are determined by 

functions associating the expressions in component sets, 

and syntactic operations build categories up into larger 

derived categories according to specified functor-argument 

relations. In the present analysis of Chinese, to the set 
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of the non-verb general category belong morphemes, words 

and phrases whose form classes are not verbs and which are 

generic names. Argument expressions, both compound words 

and verb phrases which belong to this category, combine 

with the intransitive/non-verb general functor to form the 

IV category. Rules operating by concatenation, 

cliticization and wrapping account for the occurrence of 

resultative expressions, aspect markers, and expressions of 

time duration or time frequency between the components of 

separable compounds. Further, the hierarchy of thematic 

roles devised by Jackendoff (1972) is applied to account 

for cases in which the functors in IV combine with more 

than one argument. In this way, an analysis which combines 

principles of morphology, syntax and semantics is able to 

account for the identity of compound and phrase 

separability and derive grammatical sentences for the 

language. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In language study, phonology, morphology, syntax 

and semantics have been considered separate fields. In 

particular, transformational grammar and government and 

binding theory focus on the syntax of phrases (Chomsky 

1965;1981). With such a restriction, however, the 

syntactic variations which occur within words must be 

overlooked. If, on the other hand, the linguist focuses 

only on the syntax of words as a separate study, the 

identity of the syntactic operations in phras€s and words 

is neglected. This inability of both approaches to find 

generalizations concerning syntactic operations in the 

language is a major problem for the Chinese linguist since 

compound words constitute most of the Chinese lexicon,l 

lIn the preface to his dictionary, Lin Yutang 
estimates, "eighty percent of words in the spoken tongue 
are bisyllabic." Commenting on a common mi.sunderstanding 
of Chinese language word formation, he notes that "it is 
natural that all previous Chinese dictionaries centering 
upon the characters as units of learning should neglect to 
note the formation of a word as a grammatical unit and did 
not give its part of speech." Stating that "nothing is 
gained by ignoring the fact that modern Chinese is largely 
polysyllabic," he wants "to determine what are the Chinese 
words for the first time" (1972:xxi). 

1 
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and compounds and phrases undergo identical syntactic 

operations. Therefore, to understand syntactic variations 

in this language, morphology2 and syntax must be studied 

together. 

In order to study the syntactic operations both in 

words and in phrases in Chinese, first the linguist must 

determine what a word is and what kinds of words are found 

in Chinese. Observing alphabetic languages, some scholars 

claim that word boundaries can be discovered by an 

examination of written texts (Radford 1981:34; Akmajian, 

Demers, and Harnish 1982:54). On the other hand, the 

definition of word given by Bloomfield does not depend on 

the writing system. In his definition, a word is a free 

form which is "capable of being spoken in absolute 

position" (Bloomfield 1933:181). When these two discovery 

procedures are applied to Chinese, however, a conflict 

arises. While in English there is space between words when 

written, a space occurs between each character in Chinese. 

If we adopt the criterion that a character or a syllable is 

2According to Matthews, the field of morphology has 
been "divided into two major subfields: one concerned with 
processes of inflection ••• and the other with what are 
usually referred to as processes of word formation. The 
latter field is then divided in turn into two smaller 
subfields, of which one is concerned with processes of 
derivation ••• and the other with processes of composition or 
compounding." (1974:38) 
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a word because of the space, then Chinese would be a very 

unusual language: every syllable (represented by a 

character) would be a word no matter whether it were bound 

or free, and so some words would not be free forms. That 

these two criteria cannot be applied simultaneously to 

discover Chinese words suggests that Chinese words cannot 

be determined by observation of the written 1angua~e. 

Therefore, it is more reasonable to exclusively use 

Bloomfield's method of finding words. Using his criterion 

of free form, each syllable, which is represented by a 

character, can then be viewed as a morpheme, with some 

morphemes being used freely, and other morphemes being 

bound. So a character is not necessarily a word, even 

though space is found between two characters. 

According to Bloomfield's definition, the 

components of words, that is, morphemes or minimally 

meaningful units, can be either free or bound (1933:159-

162). Free morphemes which exist in isolation are simple 

words while bound morphemes occur with other morphemes to 

form complex words (Akmajian, et. a1. 1982). For example, 

in English, tree, dog, here, and run are all free morphemes 

and simple words. Likewise, in Chinese, shu 'tree', gou 

'dog', pao 'run', and zou 'leave' are free n.orphemes and 

simple words. Words which are considered complex words in 
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English are formed' when affixes are attached to simple 

words (or roots). For example, [-er], [-s] or [-ed] can be 

attached to roots to form worker, cats and cooked. In 

addition to suffixes such as the above, English has 

prefi,~s, such as [re-] in recur or repeat. Even though 

bound morphemes can also be found as affixes in English, 

the language has few base morphemes or roots of words which 

are bound. The [-cur] and [-peat] above are roots and 

bound morphemes. The formation of words by putting roots 

together in which at least one is bound occurs even less 

often in English. The bound morpheme [cran-] in the words 

cranberry and cranapple can be seen as examples. 

While affixes are seldom found in Chinese, a 

language without tense and plural noun suffixes,3 the 

formation of words from more than one root or base morpheme 

is a very productive phenomenon. In fact, combinations of 

[bound + bound], [bound + free], and [free + free] base 

morphemes constitute almost the whole of the Chinese 

lexicon. Combinations of more than one base morpheme are 

3Chinese affixes are very unproductive. Only a few 
suffixes like [-er] and [-zi] are found attached to nouns. 
For example, hua-er 'flower-[er]:flower' and ban-ca-er 
'board-erase-[er]:blackboard eraser' have an optional [-er] 
suffix. The suffix [-zi] seems to be arbitrarily assigned 
to nouns. The [-zi] in xie-zi 'shoes-[zi]: shoes' is 
optional, but the [-zi] in bei-zi 'cup-[zi]: cup' is not. 
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labelled compound words by Chao (1968).4 For instance, the 

bound morpheme [zhi] can be found in the following 

combinations: zhi-ye 'job work: career', zhi-ze 'job 

responsibilities', and zhi-yuan 'job-person: clerk,.5 The 

meaning of [zhi] is clearly and consistently recognized by 

paradigmatic comparison, that is, by comparing different 

combinations containing [zhi], but [zhi] cannot occur in 

isolation as a simple word. All of the preceding compounds 

of which it is a part are composed of two bound morphemes. 

[Bound + free] cumbinations, as in ge-ming 'improve life: 

revolt', and [free + bound] combinations, as in ming-yun 

'life luck: fate', are also very productive. Finally, 

words like zou-lu 'walk road: walk' or kai-dao 'open knife: 

operate' are combinations of two free morphemes. In this 

dissertation, the criteria suggested by Chao for free and 

4Chao 's categorization of Chinese [Root + Root] as 
compounds, no matter whether the root is free or bound, 
follows Bloomfield. Even though Bloomfield categorizes 
some compounds as containing "more than one free form" and 
gives door-knob and ~ild-animal-tamer as examples (209), he 
then classifies cranberry as a compound word (237) and 
replaces the term free form by stem (which is not 
necessarily free) for-the units-or-compounds. Therefore, 
it can be said that compound words contain more than one 
stem. 

5 In this dissertation, Chinese examples will be 
introduced as follows: after the underlined transliteration 
of the Chinese characters, glosses of the meanings of each 
component and then an English translation of the example 
will be given. 
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bound will be followed, the designations (F) and (B) being 

used to represent free and bound morphemes. In his schema, 

a particular morpheme is bound because it never occurs 

freely in isolation as a word, and a morpheme is free as 

long as it can occur in isolation as a simple word, even 

though it may occur in compound words. 

In the morphology of Chinese, as explained above, . 
root morphemes, some of which are bound, combine with other 

root morphemes to form words, which according to definition 

are compounds. Furthermore, just as Selkirk (1982) finds 

that there is word syntax in English compound words, the 

compound words in Chinese also have syntactic variations. 

It must be pointed out, then, that even though Chinese has 

no inflectional morphology, it is not the case that Chinese 

has no morpho1ogy.6 Chinese word structure has been 

somewhat misunderstood. Bloomfield believed that Chinese 

6A1though Chao has explained the problem of Chinese 
monosyllabic t?e being considered words and yet not being 
words and pointed out that tze are usually morphemes, bound 
or free (1946), more recently Huang (1982) assumes that 
Chinese has no morphology. He says, "in fact, it is hard 
to imagine that a language without morphology, like 
Chinese, will not make full use of some rigid structural 
principles" (59). His PSC in this work is such a 
principle. Although, in his 1984 discussion of compounds, 
Huang does recognize several kinds of compounds in Chinese, 
in this latter work, in defence of the PSC, he isolates a 
certain kind of compound, the so-called V + 0 compound, and 
suggests that it must be considered a phrase. Since it is 
separable, if it is a phrase, it will conform to the PSC. 
In each case, he seems to be defending the PSC rule for 
Chinese (see the discussion of exceptions to the PSC rule 
in Chapter 2 below). 
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has "no bound forms" and said this is why Chinese was 

considered the extreme of an isolating language 

(1933:182;208). Bach, like Bloomfield, seems to assume 

that in Chinese every morpheme is a free word, stating that 

for isolating languages like Thai and Chinese "it is not 

necessary to say anything at all (or almost nothing at all) 

about the internal structure of words" (1983:68). But, 

when it is recognized that not all morphemes are free and 

that compounds which constitute most of the lexicon are 

words, Chinese cannot really be considered an isolating 

language, and the study of the internal structure of words 

is very important. Furthermore, just as there are 

interactions between word grammar and phrase grammar in 

inflectional languages (Bach 1983), there are important 

interactions between word grammar and phrase grammar in 

Chinese. 

It has been seen above how linguists have 

conceptualized morphemes as units constituting words. In 

transformational grammar, words form phrases, and phrases 

form sentences, and in Chomsky's government and binding 

theory, this concept is maintained even though the terms 

head and bar replace the term phrase (Chomsky 1981). The 

organization into levels is used to analyze sentences. 

But, as shown above in the discussion of morphemes and 
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words, a division into absolutely distinct levels is 

impossible: the word and morpheme levels overlap in the 

case of simple words and free morphemes. The same is true 

for the levels of word and phrase. Particularly in the 

case of Chinese, it is also possible for words and phrases 

to overlap. When a compound word unit is composed of at 

least one bound root, the combination is definitely a 

compound word. When all the components in a word unit are 

free, but the combination does not follow the ordinary 

phrase structure order of this language, the unit can also 

be recognized as a compound. But, when all the components 

in a unit are free morphemes, and these components follow 

the syntactic order of a phrase as well as that of a 

compound word, not even the level of the whole unit can be 

determined. It would seem that many V + N (verb + noun) 

constructions could be treated as compounds as well as 

phrases. For example, nian-shu 'study book: study' and 

xie-zi 'write word: write' can be treated as compound words 

since V + N is a very productive compound construction; 

however, V + 0 is also a verb phrase construction. Since 

all the morphemes in nian-shu 'study' and xie-zi 'write' 

are free, if each separate component is considered a simple 

word, it could be said that nian-shu 'study' and xie-zi 

'write' are verb phrases. 
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The main focus of this dissertation is, however, 

not on finding criteria to decide whether such combinations 

as nian-shu 'study' or xie-zi 'write' are compound words or 

phrases. The aim is to find syntactic operations which can 

be applied regularly without producing any ambiguities, in 

spite of the fact that the status of levels7 for some units 

is so difficult to determine. With finding criteria for 

syntactic operations as the main concern, it will be shown 

how these operations apply according to syntactic 

categories, not levels. A certain syntactic category can 

contain units (or terminals) which range from morphemes to 

words or even to phrases. These sentence units of 

different levels share a certain feature and thus form a 

syntactic category which functions with other categories to 

form sentences. Identical syntactic operations can be 

found between words in phrases or morphemes in words. 

Theories, therefore, like those of transformational grammar 

(Chomsky 1965) or government and binding (Chomsky 1981; 

1982), which restrict syntactic operations to single 

levels, fail to fully account for all the syntactic 

operations in Chinese. 

level, 
level. 
used to 
levels, 

7The word level used here indicates the morpheme 
the word level, the phrase level, and the sentence 

Ladusaw (1985) suggests that the term strata be 
indicate derivational levels within each of these 
like deep structure and surface structure. 
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In Chapter 2, relevant previous analyses of 

compounds will be introduced, with a focus upon whether 

compounds are base-generated, transformed from phrases or 

sentences, transformed from subcategorization in the 

lexicon, or generated by combination rules. The base

generation of compounds claimed by Selkirk is shown to be 

most convincing. Different Chinese linguists' analyses of 

the syntactic variations in compounds will also be 

critically reviewed. This includes Chao's (1968) 

inaccurate designation of separable compounds as V-O, Li's 

(1971) and Huang"s (1984) continued use of this designation 

to analyze Chinese compounds, and Li's inadequate tests to 

account for compound separability. Finally, methods of 

categorial analysis are introduced. 

Chapter 3 presents a categorial analysis of one 

kind of Chinese separable compound and verb phrase. The 

properties of expressions in categories are seen as 

determining the value of sets, which in their relationship 

with other sets form larger derived categories. That is, 

properties of expressions in the category -v (non-verb 

category) are seen to determine the value of the set with 

the functor IV/-V (IV indicates intransitive verb phrase; 

the relationship between the variables of ~ and Y which in 

this case are intransitive verb or IV and non-verb or -V 
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is indicated with a slash. According to this relationship, 

the category x/y combines with the category Y to form the --- -
category!). Because of a particular syntactic operation 

combining this functor and argument, the two categories 

IV/-V and -v are separable. This accounts for a certain 

kind of compound separation as well as verb phrase 

separation. -v can further be distinguished into two name 

categories (see Ajdukiewicz 1935), and different syntactic 

operations between the functor and these two different 

arguments can be accounted for. Categories which occur 

between IV/-V and -v are examined, and rules which describe 

these syntactic operations are provided. 

Chapter 4 investigates Chinese word order 

variations. The dominant svo word order is not obeyed when 

a syntactic object occurs between the parts of a compound 

or an idiom phrase. This change in word order can be 

explained by examining clearly the thematic roles of two 

expressions of the category -v occurring in a sentence 

containing certain compounds or idiom phrases. Just as 

Case is a morphosyntactic feature, thematic roles are 

features at the interface between semantics and syntax. 

Therefore, the hierarchical relation between the thematic 

roles of the two -Vs determines the value of the category 

-v in relation to IV/-V/-V. In order to give a full 
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account of Chinese word order variation which involves 

compound ionization and idiom phrase expansion, then, the 

lexical forms of predicates, the categories of predicates, 

and the thematic roles of arguments are considered in 

relation to one another. Finally, rules which account for 

the order of categories are given. 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

Linguistic investigators of both English and 

Chinese compounds have attempted several approaches to the 

study of compound word formation. Some scholars have 

claimed that compounds are generated by transformation from 

sentences or phrases (Lees 1960) or by lexical 

transformation (Roeper and Siegel 1978), while others hold 

that they are formed by lexical combining rules (Thompson 

1973; Chi 1985), that they are base-generated according to 

Selkirk's application of lexical functional grammar (1982), 

or that the bar theory in government and binding can be 

applied to separable ones as it is to phrases (C. T. Huang 

1984). Some of these studies are either based upon the 

early transformational theory, extended standard theory and 

the later government and binding theory of Chomsky (1965; 

1981; 1982), or on opposing theories of syntax like LFG. 

All try to account in some way for the grammatical function 

of the arguments in words and phrases being related. 

Developing the categorial grammar approach, which begins 

"lith the work of Ajdukiewicz (1935) and the formal grammar 

13 
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of Montague (1974), Bach has proposed that morphology be 

integrated into the study of syntax (1983). This approach 

which relates word grammar and phrase grammar has been 

applied to English and other languages, but not to Chinese. 

Although the similarity between compound and phrase 

structure has been noted by investigators of Chinese, their 

interpretations of compounding are inaccurate partly 

because the variable constituency of form classes has not 

been recognized and the analyses have continued to use 

Chao's (1968) designations, especially the v-o designation 

for separable verbal compounds. Some interpretations are 

inadequate also because the precise relation between the 

levels of word and phrase has not been a concern (Chi 1985, 

Li 1971) or because compounds of one type have been 

interpreted as phrases (Huang 1984). A more accurate 

interpretation of Chinese compounds will have to depend 

upon a system which cali more clearly define the categoria1 

components of-both compounds and phrases and show precisely 

how certain syntactic relations are shared by words and 

phrases. 

Transformation, Lexical Combining or Base-generation? 

The relatedness of grammatical functions between 

the arguments of compound words and phrases (or sentences) 

has caused some linguists to suggest that compound words 
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are transformed from phrases or sentences. Lees (1960) 

holds that compounds are generated by transformation. 

According to him, the components in a compound word can be 

analyzed as the components in a sentence, and he 

categorizes the construction of compounds into the 

following types based on their correspondence to different 

parts in a sentence. These types are as follows: 

(2.1) i. subject-predicate 

ii. subject-middle object 

iii. subject-verb 

iv. subject-object 

v. verb-object 

vi. subject-prepositional object 

vii. verb-prepositional object 

iix. object-prepositional object (Lees 1960) 

According to Lees, these relations can help us find the 

kernel sentences from which the compounds are transformed. 

Some of his examples, including those listed below, show 

how he relates compounds and their kernel sentences: 

(2.2) i. subject-predicate: 

puppy dog: The dog is a puppy. 

dog which is a puppy 

puppy dog 



ii. subject-object: 

onion peel: The onion has a peel. 

the onion's peel ••• 

the peel of the onion 

the onion peel .•• 

16 

iii. subject-prep. object: 

coffee cream: The cream is for coffee. 

cream for coffee 

coffee cream .•. (Lees 1960:125-79) 

Such an analysis of compounds being generated from 

kernel sentences in this manner has, however, received 

criticism. First, Gleitman and Gleitman (1970) question 

the accuracy of such a transformation by pointing out that 

compound words have frozen meanings. They ask why, since 

more than one phrase can transform into the same compound 

word, only one of these phrases, (2.3 a) below, corresponds 

to the meaning of the compound. Note the following: 

( 2 • 3 ) horse cart: a. cart that is drawn by a horse 

b. cart that is shaped like a horse 

c. cart that a horse rides in 

d. cart for a horse 

e. cart that is as big as a horse 

(Gleitman and Gleitman 1970: 90) 
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Even though all of the phrases in the preceding example can 

be transformed into horse cart, only one of them in the 

language is arbitrarily chosen as the one which has a 

meaning corresponding to the compound. How transformation 

chooses one and prevents all the others from being 

transformed into this compound is a question which needs to 

be solved if the theory provided by Lees is accepted. 

A second question raised by Gleitman and Gleitman 

is related to the restriction of transformations. 

According to Katz and Postal (1964), transformations must 

be "meaning preserving". Therefore, if compound words are 

transformed from sentences or phrases, the meaning of the 

compound must be the same as the sentence or the phrase. 

However, according to Gleitman and Gleitman, even though 

the compound garbage man is 'a man who picks up garbage', 

we cannot say that 'a man who picks up garbage' is 

necessarily a garbage man by profession (96). If compounds 

are generated from sentences or phrases by transformation, 

the violation of the "meaning preserving" condition, as the 

preceding example shows, also needs to be solved. 

Besides Gleitman and Gleitman, the Chinese linguist 

Charles Li (1971) has questioned the claim that 

transformations generate compounds. According ·to Li, since 

a compound can be paraphrased into more than one sentence, 
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why is only one of them chosen as the deep structure of 

that compound? In particular he questions why Lees has 

derived night owl from The owl flies at night, but not from 

any of the following sentences: 

( 2 .4) night 0\,11: 

The owl hunts at night. 

The owl is active at night. 

The owl sees at night. 

The owl stays awake at night. 

etc. (Li 1971:35) 

Li further claims that even though the deep 

structure in transformational grammar should carry the 

meaning of the surface as some transformationalists say it 

does, the deep structure of some compounds designed by Lees 

does not state the meaning of the compound clearly as the 

following example shows: 

(2.5) butterfly fish: The fish is like a 

butterfly. (Li 1971:34) 

The word like does not clearly show whether the fish is 

like a butterfly in shape, color or action. The deep 

structure of the compound cannot capture native speakers' 

understanding of the compound word. Besides the preceding 

criticism, Li also points out that the deep structures of 
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some compounds assigned by Lees, cannot be applied to other 

compounds which have the same structure. For example: 

(2.6) subject-predicate: 

puppy dog: a dog is a puppy. But 

*measure tape: a tape is a measure (Li 1971:33) 

with the doubts raised by G1eitman and G1eitman and by Li, 

Lees' use of transformational theory to generate compounds 

cannot be accepted. 

The problems transformational, theory encounters 

generating compound words have also been discussed by Chi 

(1985:115-120). After rejecting transformational theory, 

Chi provides a solution for Chinese V + N compounds, using 

a lexical rule model provided by Thompson (1973) for v-v RV 

compounds which are what Chao termed V-R (verb-resu1tative) 

compounds. The application of such lexical rules for 

deriving compounds as the following, though, merely creates 

problems in the analysis of Chinese compounds. The rules 

of Thompson and Chi read as follows: 

(2.7) Thompson's lexical rule for V-R compounds: 

[V + V] = v-v RV 

action intransitive action 

(2.8) Chi's lexical rule for V-N compounds: 

[Verb + Noun ] = V-N VNC (1985: 139) 
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If we claim that a V + R compound is the combination of an 

action verb and an intransitive verb, as Thompson does, we 

find that there are many so-called V + R compounds which 

cannot be covered by her rule. V + R compounds like chi··· 

bat; 'eat V -full Adj : full' can be described by the rule, 

but V + R compounds like shui-zhao 'sleep V into h 
p ase 

fall asleep' cannot be covered, even though both of them 

have the same syntactic variations of V + R compounds as 

the examples below demonstrate: 

(2.9) a. chi-de-bao: can eat full 

eat-can-full 

'chi-bu-bao: cannot eat ful~ 

eat-not-full 

b. shui-de-zhao: can fall asleep 

sleep-can-into 

'shui-bu-zhao: cannot fall aslee~ 

sleep-not-into 

Neither can Chi's solution of a lexical combining 

rule for compound formation be supported. The problem with 

applying the lexical combining rule is that unwanted 

compounds will be formed. Chi claims that both his own and 

Thompson's lexical rules can generate compounds by these 

mechanisms, saying that the compounds are not in the 

"1' 
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lexicon in the first place.1 However, such non-existent 

compounds as the following can be produced by following 

these combinatory rules if no restrictions are placed on 

the combination: 

(2.10) v + N = V-N 

a. zou dao = *zou-dao 

'walk' 'knife' 

b. kai yuan = *kai-yuan 

'open' 'hospital' 

c. zhu lu = *zhu-lu 

, Ii ve ' , road' 

Without any restrictions to this rule, any combination is 

possible as long as a noun is preceded by a verb. But this 

is not true for the compounds in the Chinese lexicon. In 

the lexicon, there exist V + N compounds like zou-lu 'walk-

road: walk', kai-dao 'open knife: operate' and zhu-yuan 

1Chi states that his combinatory rules have 
generative power, but even though Thompson point9 out that 
her V + V (RV) rules are too powerful and that some V + V 
(RV) combinations must be listed in the lexicon (1973:379), 
Chi does not give his rule such a restriction. He supports 
Thompson's use of combinatory rules, stating that "Thompson 
is concerned with ~xplaining how compounds are generated 
and by what mechanisms. Jackendoff assumes that the 
compounds are there in the lexicon in the first place, and 
that the analytic problem is to describe how they are 
interpreted ...• The rules proposed in the former theory are 
of a generative nature while the rules found in the latter 
theory are not." (1985:137) 



'live-hospital: l~ve in a hospital' in which particular 

nouns arbitrarily occur after certain verbs. The rule 

allows us to create new words which do not exist in the 

lexicon: the compounds formed by exchanging the nouns in 

these three compounds will not be accepted by native 

speakers of Chinese as (2.10) shows, even though these 

combinations can be imagined as possible. 
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As distinguished from Lees' transformation of 

compounds from sentences or phrases, Roeper and Siegel 

(1978) interpret verbal compounds as being transformed in 

the lexicon according to the subcategorization of the verb. 

According to them , a rule called the First Sister Principle 

(1978:208) accounts for the formation of verbal compounds. 

Their rule reads as follows: 

(2.11) First Sister Principle (FSP) 

All verbal compounds are formed by 

incorporation of a word in first sister 

position of the verb. 

The verbal compounds covered by this rule are those having 

an N-V construction and ending in [-er/-ing/-en]. Besides 

the problems of this theory pointed out by Selkirk 

(1982:43-47) for English, the FSP would encounter problems 

were it to be applied to the so-called v-o verbal compound 

in Chinese, which has a different morphological system from 

English. 
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According to Roeper and Siegel, a verbal compound 

like dishwasher is transformed from the subcategorization 

of the verb wash. In the lexicon, according to the 

extended standard theory (EST), a verb like wash has the 

following subcategorizations in the lexicon upon which the 

syntactic configuration can be based: 

(2.12) wash: [ NPl 

The morphological formation of the verbal compound dish

washer, for example, follows this syntactic configuration 

of the verb wash. There are two steps which are needed for 

the transformation. First, the affix [-erl is added to the 

verb wash. Then washer has one bar less than the word 

wash, so that the FSP can be applied to washer to get 

dishwasher, for example; dishwasher then has the same bars 

as the word wash. According to the FSP, the morphological 

__ ", ... pro,cer;s depends upon syntactic configuration of the verb 

which is a word. However, some components in the so

called v-o verbal compounds in Chinese have bound morphemes 

as their components. Verbs which are bound morphemes do 

not have syntactic configurations. If morphology depends 

upon syntax, how could such verbal compounds be formed in 

Chinese? With the word ge-zhi 'fire-from job: fire' as an 

example, the whole unit ge-zhi as a verb has its 

subcategorization [ NPl, but the bound morpheme [ge-l 
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does not have a syntactic subcategorization. Therefore, it 

seems that, if the FSP is followed, the morphological 

process of forming a verbal compound like ge-zhi cannot 

occur. 

If compound words are not generated from 

transformation, why is there a relatedness between the 

grammatical functions of the components of compound words . 
and phrases? In Selkirk's application of Bresnan's LFG to 

compounds in the lexicon, the reason is clear. According 

to LFG and other theories, the predicates in the lexicon 

are already accompanied by certain numbers of arguments 

whose thematic roles and grammatical functions are 

specified. The arguments in a sentence conform to the 

argument places of the predicate in the lexicon. Applying 

this basic idea of LFG"Selkirk finds that the predicate 

morpheme ·in a compound is also accompanied by certain 

argument places in the lexicon. Furthermore, these 

arguments also have assigned thematic roles and grammatical 

functions. Because the grammatical functions and thematic 

roles of arguments both in sentences and in compounds 

already exist in the lexicon, arguments which have 

identical grammatical functions can still be related 

without being considered generative transformation~~ 
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Selkirk's account not only counters the problems of 

transformation; her account also provides a syntactic rule 

for compound words. According to her, even though the 

predicate in a verbal compound is accompanied by a certain 

number of argument places in the lexicon, as the predicate 

in a sentence is, only one argument is chosen to accompany 

the V to form a verbal compound. Her rule to account for 

the chosen argument in verbal compounds is as follows: 

(2.13) The SUBJ argument of a lexical item may not 

be satisfied in compound structure. 

(Selkirk 1982:34) 

Selkirk's rule can correctly predict the meaning of 

compounds with passive and active suffixes, such as the 

following: 

(2.14) a. moth-eating flowers 

b. moth-eaten flowers 

According to the rule in (2.13), the argument moth of the 

predicate eat in both (2.14a) and (2.14b) has the 

grammatical function Object. The argument of verbs having 

[-ing] suffixes has the thematic role of Theme, and the 

argument of verbs having [-en] suffixes has the thematic 

role of Agent (Bresnan 1982). The meaning of the compound 

words in (2.14) can be accurately predicted. Avoiding the 

problems caused by transformational analysis of compounds, 
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therefore, Selkirk's rule can be applied usefully to 

describe base generated English compounds. This approach 

also explains why the grammatical function of the argument 

in compounds and phrases is related. 

Chinese Compound and Phrase Analysis 

In Chinese, not only verb phrases which contain a 

verb and an NP, but some compound words, as well, can have 

separable components. Chao (1968) notices that v-o is a 

separable construction, and that endocentric v-o compounds 

and phrases are separable. While he describes phrases as 

"expandable," he calls the separation phenomenon in words 

"compound ionization" (1967), using an analogy from 

chemistry to indicate that, even though a compound is one 

unit, its components can separate. Li (1971) and Chi 

(1985) continue the study of compound ionization; however, 

their study is isolated from any phrase structure study. 

S. F. Huang (1982) relates V + 0 compound construction to 

verb phrases, claiming that morphology is historically a 

cause of syntactic change. Not accepting Chao's concept of 

these compounds as ionizable words, C. T. Huang (1984) 

analyzes separable compounds as V + 0 phrases. For him, 

such compounds are idiom phrases found in the lexicon. In 

the following discussion, it will be shown that Chao's 
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designation v-o is inadequate to cover many cases, and that 

a compound being endo~entric in form class with a verb as 

head is not a dependable criterion of separability for the 

so-called v-o compounds. Li's criteria for compound 

ionization will also be evaluated. Finally, it will be 

shown that the surface structure conditions of S. F. Huang 

and the phrase structure of C. T. Huang can only account 

for some surface structures. 

The V-O Classification 

In his grammar Chao discusses the v-o construction 

first as a syntactic construction which can be expanded. 

He states that the grammatical meaning of this construction 

is that of 'action and goal.' Not giving a clear 

definition of the term goal, he states that there are, 

however, a "great many instances where the action and goal 

relation is either vague or reversed" (308). He provides 

many examples of expressions which he explains as having an 

action-goal relation (309). Then he comments on cases 

where a postverbal NP should be considered an object, as in 

Lai-le san zhi da-gou. 'There came three big dogs', saying 

"so far as our definition of the v-o construction is 

concerned, examples of [this] type satisfy the definition 

and must therefore be analyzed as verb-object, even though 
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the object is an a~ent word. Sometimes it is not clear in 

which direction the action of the verb goes" (323-4). 

Chao seems to be somewhat uncomfortable with the 

term object, especially as it is used in cases when the 

noun following a verb is a subject. Note in the following 

examples that in addition to the common SVO word order, 

when the subject of a sentence is indefinite and the verb 

is existential, the subject is postverba1: 

(2.15) a. Zhangsan 1ai 1e. 

John come Asp 

'John came. , 

b. Lai 1e yi-ge ke-ren. 

come ASp. one-C. guest-person 

'One guest came. I 

c. *Lai 1e Zhangsan. 

come Asp. John 

d. *Yi-ge ke-ren 1ai 1e 

one-C. guest-person come Asp. 

(2.16) a. Li-si zou 1e. 

Bill leave Asp. 

'Bill left.' 

b. Zou 1e liang ge xuesheng. 

leave Asp. two C. student 

'Two students left.' 



c. *Zou Ie Li-si. 

leave A~p.Bill 

d. *Liang ge xuesheng zou Ie. 

two C. student leave Asp. 
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The examples in (2.15) and (2.16) show that there are two 

different syntactic structures in Chinese when the verb of 

the sentence is existential. In a sentence containing an 

existential verb, the subject which is definite is still 

preverbal in accordance with common S + V order. This is 

shown by (2.l5,a,c) and (2.l6.a,c). However, when the 

subject is indefinite and the verb is existential, the 

subject is postverbal as sentences (2.l5,b,d) and (2.16, 

b,d) show. Since verbs like lai 'come' or zou 'leave' are 

intransitive verbs, according to LFG, they would be 

accompanied by only one argument place in the lexicon, the 

argument which has the grammatical function 3ubjec't and the 

thematic role Theme. Therefore, the only NP which 

accompanies the verb lai 'come' or ~ 'go' in the sentences 

in (2.15) and (2.16) has the grammatical function Subject. 

Between the two verb units and the postverbal NP which is 

the Subject of the sentence, quantifiers, classifiers, and 

the aspect marker Ie can also occur. If Chao wants to 

represent all such cases of the postverbal NP with 0, 

representing goal, such a use is inaccurate. 
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Chao gives one type of compound a similar v-o 

designation later in the grammar when he is discussing the 

compounds. He first distinguishes subject-predicate 

compounds, coordinate compounds, subordinative compounds, 

verb-object compounds, verb-complement compounds and 

complex compounds. He also has criteria to describe what a 

compound is. It can be shown that the criteria Chao 

provides merely describe compound words; only one of these 

five criteria can distinguish some compounds from phrases. 

In order to discover the precise syntactic relationship 

between phrases and words, boundaries between them should 

be found. Although other criteria than those of Chao, 

mainly syntactic criteria, are more successful in 

distinguishing compounds from phrases, some combinations 

will still be borderline cases. Chao's criteria for 

compounds can be generalized as follows: 

A combination of two components is a compound 

as long as: 

i. One component is a bound morpheme. 

For example: jie-hun 'combine-marriage: 

get married' is a compound since hun is a 

bound form which can never be used freely 

as a word. 



----------- --

ii. One component has a neutral tone. 

For example: yue-liang 'moon-bright: 

moon' is a compound since liang has a 

neutral tone. 

iii. The meaning of the combination is not 

compositional. 

For example: da-yi 'big-clothes: coat' is 

a compound since the meaning of the 

compound is not compositional. 

iv. The meaning is exocentrical. 

For example: mao-dun 'spear-shield: 

contradictory' is a compound since the 

combined form is exocentric: that is, 
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'contradictory' is neither a 'spear' nor a 

'shield' • 

v. The compound is not separable. 

For example: chu-ban 'out-edition: 

publish' is a compound since the two 

morphemes chu 'out' and ban 'edition' are 

not separable. There is no chu Ie ban 

'out Asp. edition: published' even though 

the Asp. Ie can be found between many 

other V + N combinations. 
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While Chao provides these criteria for distinguishing 

compounds from phrases, he also points out that these 

criteria do not cover all cases. Criterion (i) is 

sufficient but not necessary for recognizing compounds 

since, even though it is known that a word containing a 

bound form is a compound, it cannot be said that the 

combination of free morphemes cannot also form a compound. 

For example: in the compound hei-ban 'black-board: 

blackboard' both hei 'black' and ban 'board' are free 

morphemes. None of the criteria in (ii) through (v) are 

either necessary or sufficient. They are not necessary 

since compounds without these characteristics may still be 

formed, and they are not sufficient since criteria (ii) 

through (v) can also apply to non-compound combinations. 

Criterion (ii) applies to some compounds as well as to 

words containing suffixes like zuo-zi 'table-suffix: table' 

or to phrases containing pronouns or particles like kan-ta 

'look-at him'. And the criteria from (iii) through (v) 

apply to idiom phrases as well as to compounds. 

In these criteria, Chao is only concerned with the 

internal structure or the meaning of the compounds. But 

this method of recognizing compounds is rather limited. By 

looking at compounds in sentences, more compound types can 

be distinguished. That is, compounds can be judged to 
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exist in sentences on the basis of syntactic criteria. 

First, based on the assumption that there are finite phrase 

structures in a language, when more than two free morphemes 

form one syntactic unit--that is, a word--even though none 

of the morphemes in the word is bound, it may still be 

recognized as a compound. For example: 

(2.17) Zhe ge jiao-ta-che hen xin. 

this C. foot-paddle-vehicle very new 

N(F) V(F) N(F) 

'This bicycle is very new.' 

Second, the word order in compounds may violate the usual 

syntactic order. In Chinese, Location, Instrument or Goal 

usually appear in prepositional phrases (PP) preceding the 

VP. Thus, when nouns express 'location' or 'instrument' 

without being preceded by a preposition, but follow verbs, 

the V + N construction is a compound instead of a phrase 

since it violates the phrase structure construction. 2 

2According to Chao, expressions showing Instrument, 
such as wan 'bowl' in Chi da wan 'eat big bowl:eat with a 
big bowl-'-,-Location, such as guan-zi 'restaurant' in Chi 
guan-zi 'eat restaurant: eat in a restaurant' and Time, 
such as shang-wu 'morning' in Chi shang-wu 'eat morning:eat 
lunch' can be postverbal in verb phrases (1968:309). But 
none of these examples follow the regular verb phrase 
structure pattern, and they occur only under certain 
restrictions. Chi da wan is only used with a contrasting 
sentence like Ni chr-da wan; wo chi xiao wan. 'You eat big 
bowl; I eat small bowI:'~wo-Such unacceptable expressions 
become acceptable as a contrastive pair, as in Ni gao; wo 
ai 'You tall; I short'. Although guan-zi and fan-guan both 
mean 'restaurant', Chi fan-guan cannot replace Chi guan-zi. 
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For example: 

(2.18) a. zou-1u 'walk-road: walk' 

lu = Location 

b. kai-dao 'open-knife: operate' 

dao = Instrument 

Third, when the same grammatical argument, either a subject 

or an object, appears twice in a sentence, one of them is 

probably part of a compound word. As Mithun (1984) has 

pointed out for English, this is because the arguments of 

the compound are not counted on the syntactic level and 

their grammatical functions are lost in a sentence. Note 

the following in whjch £ (or Q) indicates 'subject' (or 

'object') of the sentence, s (or 0) indicates 'subject' or - -
('object') of the verb in a V-N compound, and C indicates 

'noun-classifier': 

_.-._--"---- ----

(2.19) a. TaS sheng-qis Ie. (sheng-qis : get angry) 

he occur-anger Asp. 

b. 

'He got angry.' 

Wo S dui nei-jian shi hen tous-teng. 

(tous-teng: disturbed) 

I to that-C. matter very head-ache 

'I am very disturbed by that matter.' 

c. Ta ai Ie niO mao. (ai-mao: be scolded by) 

he receive Asp. you scold 

'He was scolded by you.' 



Therefore, by examining syntactic criteria and not being 

limited to the morphological and phonological criteria 

provided by Chao, one can identify a wider range of 

compounds than his so-called v-o type. 
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So far, both syntactic and morphological criteria for 

finding compounds in Chinese sentences have been used. 

Nevertheless, borderline cases can also be found for which 

it cannot be decided whether a combination of morphemes is 

a word or a phrase. Such a case is found when the 

morphemes of a unit are all free and the form class of the 

components also follows the syntactic order of the units in 

a sentence. For example: 

(2.20) a. V N (0) 

nian shu: study 

study book 

b. V N (0) 

xie zi: write 

write word 

The combinations of the free morphemes in (2.20a) and 

(2.20b) are like both phrases and compounds. First, the 

v-o construction follows the syntactic order in a verb 

phrase since SVo is a dominant word order in Chinese. 



However, the V +N construction is also a very productive 

compound construction in Chinese. For example: 

(2.21) a. V N 

ge(B) zhi(B) 

'take-away job: fire' 

b. V N 

c. 

j ie ( F ) hun ( B ) 

'combine marriage: get-married' 

V N 

kai dao (Instrument) 

'open knife: operate' 
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Second, the morphemes in the combinations in (2.20) all 

being free, (2.20a) and (2.20b) cannot be judged 

exclusively to be phrases and not compounds, since, as 

pointed out before, boundedness of a morpheme is only a 

sufficient, not a necessary condition for the constituents 

of compounds. However, it cannot be said that they are 

exclusively compounds since neither the morphological nor 

syntactic criteria of judging compounds can be found in 

these combinations. Therefore, even though morphological 

and syntactic criteria help distinguish compounds from 

phrases, there are still cases in which the levels of some 

units remain unclear. This is because simple words and 

free morphemes overlap according to definition. 



Within the several different types of compounds, 

the v-o compounds are further subdivided by Chao into 

endocentric and exocentric. 3 According to Chao, when a 

v-o compound functions as a whole as an intransitive verb 

in a sentence, it is endocentric. When it functions as a 

transitive verb, a noun, an adjective, an adverb or an 

interjection, it is exocentric. Most endocentric v-o 
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compounds can have suffixes and complements after the verb, 

which means that most of the v-o compounds which are 

intransitive are separable. 

First of all, not only does the v-o designation 

used by Chao not cover all separable phrases which have a 

post-verbal noun component, this designation cannot cover 

all the varieties of the so-called v-o compounds which are 

ionizable. Secondly, endocentric is not a criterion which 

can be used to distinguish the so-called separable v-o 

compounds from inseparable v-o compounds. An examination 

of the components of the following compounds and the 

3According to Bloomfield (1933), an exocentric 
phrase IIbelongs to the form class of no immediate 
constituent," while the endocentric phrase "may belong to 
the same form-class as one (or more of the constituents)" 
(194-6). Compounds can also be distinguished in this 
manner, so that when a compound has the same function as 
its head member, it is endocentric, but when the compound 
functions as a noun, for instance, and the head member is 
an infinitive verb, the compound is exocentric (235). 

---------- ---- -~~-
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meanings of the components and compounds shows the problem 

in applying endocentricity as a criterion. 

(2.22) a. chi-fan: eat 

eat food 

a'. Ta chi le san-ci fan. 

he eat Asp. three-times food 

'He ate three times.' 

b. zou-lu: walk 

walk road 

b'. Wo zou le liang-ge zhong-tou de lu. 

I walk Asp. two hour de road 

II walked for two hours.' 

c. kai-dao: operate 

open knife 

c'. Ta kai guo dao. 

he open past knife 

'He has had operation before.' 

d. sheng-qi: get mad 

occur anger 

d'. Ta sheng ni de qi. 

he occur you de anger 

'He got mad at you.' 



e. fa-ya: sprout 

occur sprout 

e'. Dou-zi fa 1e ya 1e. 

bean occur Asp. sprout Asp. 

'The beans sprouted.' 
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Since Chao wants the 0 to represent 'goal' (a 

concept he uses with his discussion of phrases), it would 

cover (a) direct action on goal, (b) instrument, (c) place, 

and (d) time. The examples above of (a) through (c) would 

thus be considered o. Also (d) and (e) can be included if 

his concept of 'reverse goal' is accepted. But it seems 

that recent advances in lexical functional grammar would be 

more helpful in achieving an accurate designation. If 

Selkirk's (1982) system is used to investigate the 

components in the compounds above, the variations can be 

described in the following manner: in addition to the 

second component functioning as the verb's object with the 

thematic role Theme as in compound (2.22a), the second 

component may express the thematic role of Location or 

Instrument as (2.22b and c) show. The noun Iu 'road' in 

zou-1u 'walk-road' and dao 'knife' in kai-dao 'open-knife' 

which express the semantic content Location and Instrument 

have the grammatical function Oblique Object; such a noun 



always follows a preposition and occurs preverbally. For 

example: 

(2.23) a. Ta zai lu shang chi dong-xi. 

he at road on eat something 

'He is eating on the street.' 

b. Ta yong dao qie rou. 

he with knife cut meat 

'He cuts meat with a knife.' 
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Besides the two different types of objects appearing as the 

second component of compounds which are separable, the noun 

after the verb in a separable compound is seen as the 

subject of d verb as the compounds in (2.22d and e) show. 

Both sheng 'occur' and fa 'occur' in the compounds in 

(2.22d and e) are intransitive verbs denoting a change. 

The noun 91 'anger' in the V-N compound sheng-gi 'occur 

anger: get mad' and the noun ~ 'sprout' in the V-N 

compound fa-va 'occur sprout' have the thematic role Theme 

and grammatical function Subject; this analysis provides an 

interpretation which corresponds to native speakers' 

understanding of the meaning of the compounds. Thus, 

Selkirk's application of LFG to interpret English compounds 

can also be used to explain Chinese V-N compounds. 

Recognizing the difficulty in Chao's v-a 

designation, Chi (1985) suggests that V + N be used 



instead. Even though this alternative covers all the 

examples in (2.22), there are more varieties of separable 

compounds than so far illustrated. Besides compounds in 

which the second component has an identifiable syntactic 

character or thematic role (with respect to the first), 

there are compounds in which neither the grammatical 

function nor the thematic role of the second component is 

identifiable. For example: 

(2.24) a. you-yong: swim 

swim ? 

a'. Ta you Ie san xiao-shi de yong. 

he swim Asp. three hour de ? 

'He swam for three hours.' 

b. sui-jiao: sleep 

sleep ? 

b'. Ta sui Ie liang-ci jiao. 

he sleep Asp. twice ? 

'He slept twice.' 
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Therefore, neither the v-o classification of Chao nor the 

VNC classification, with N summarizing the second component 

of the compound and C summarizing the whole unit as a 

compound, of Chi can accurately describe all cases of 

separable compounds. A more useful designation will be 

suggested in the discussion of categorial grammer below. 
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Not only are 0 and N unsuitable signs for the 

second component of separable compounds, ~ must represent 

several kinds of verbs. Because of this, the term 

endocentric cannot be used to distinguish the so-called v-o 
intransitive compounds from v-o compounds which function 

differently in sentences. According to Chao, when a v-o 

compound is intransitive, the form class of the whole 

compound is the same as the head V and therefore 

endocentric. An examination of all the examples that Chao 

uses in the V position shows that his V is supposed to 

cover three kinds of verbs. Besides transitive and 

intransitive verbs of action, like chi-fan 'eat meal: eat', 

direction words and adjectives can also occur in the V 

position as follows: 

(2.25) a. shang-ke: have class 

up 

b. Ta 

he 

class 

shang Ie liang ge zhong-tou keg 

up ASp. two C. hour class 

'He had class for two hours.' 

(2.26) a. hong lian: get mad 

red face 

b. Wo mei gen ta hong guo liang 

I not with him red Asp. face 

'We have never gotten mad at each other. I 



Direction words are used in two ways: they can serve as 

main verbs in a sentence as in (2.27), or they can be 

postpositions showing location as in (2.28) below: 

(2.27) a. Women shang. 

(2.28) 

we up 

, Let's go up.' 

b. Ni xia quo 

you down go 

'You go down.' 

a. zuo-zi shang 

table on 

'on t.he table' 

b. yi-zi xia 

chair under 

'under the chair' 

So direction verbs represented by example (2.25) can be 

classified as action verbs without any problem. 
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A greater difficulty is encountered with the 

classification of adjectives which in Chinese are treated 

as adjectival verbs when they are used after the subject to 

refer to a state. They are called adjectival verbs because 

they are not preceded by the verb to be as are English 

adjectives used in a descriptive way, and they can be 

negated by bu 'not' just as other Chinese verbs (Li and 

Thompson, 1981:170). For example: 
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(2.29) A. Ta hen gao. 

he very tall 

'He is very tall. , 

B. a. Wo bu mango 

I not busy 

, I am not busy. , 

b. Wo bu hen mango 

I not very busy 

'I am not very busy.' 

Using this broad representation for y, Chao (417) 

distinguishes endocentric from exocentric V-O compounds in 

order to account for compound ionization. Only endocentric 

V-O compounds can undergo ionization. v-o compounds which 

function as intransitive verbs are endocentric (the head 

has the same form class as the compound as a whole); 

compounds whose grammatical function is not intransitive 

verb, including transitive verbs, adjectives, nouns, 

adverbs and interjections, are exocentric. A chart for 

Chao's distinction of endocentric and exocentric v-o 

compounds would be like the following: 

(2.30) i. Endocentric: 

a. V-O: intransitive verb 

a'. A-O: intransitive verb 
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ii. Exocentric: 

a. V-O: transitive verb 

a' • A-O: transitive verb 

b. V-O: adjective 

b' • A-O: adjective 

c. V-O: noun/adverb/interjection 

d. A-O: noun/adverb/interjection 

Such a classification seems to be somewhat 

arbitrary. First, why does the head A in (2.30. ii.?') not 

have the same form class as the adjective (or adjectival 

verb) of the whole unit? Second, why does ~ or ~ belong to 

the same form class as intransitive verbs (2.30. i.a and 

a'), but not belonq to the same form class as transitive 

verbs (2.30. ii.a and a')? Third, why does A have the same 

form class as intransitive verbs (2.30. i.a') but V not 

have the same form class as adjectives (2.30. ii.b)? These 

questions reveal Chao's inconsistency in applying the 

concepts of endocentricity and exocentricity to the study 

of compounds. Thinking that endocentricity is a condition 

for separability, Chao classifies some non-separable 

endocentric compounds as exocentric constructions. 



Li's Account of Compound Separation 

Charles Li (1971) has attempted to analyze the 

meaning relations between the components of compounds and 

to describe the syntactic variations of separable 

compounds. He analyzes compounds (Li 1971:77, 83) in the 

following manner: 

(2.31) a. Nl + N2 

yen yao 

'eye medicine: eye medicine' 

Nl applies to N2 

b. Nl + N2 : 

fan guan 

'food tavern: restaurant' 
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Nl denotes a store where N2 is for sale 

Besides semantic analysis, he also analyzes the 

structure of verb compounds and the syntactic variations in 

compounds. When he provides semantic analyses as those 

shown above, he uses form classes like N (75-92). When he 

analyzes the structure of compounds and their components, 

he continues to use Chao's terms, one of which is the so

called v-o compound (113-327) as below. 

(2.32) v + 0 

a. fan lian 

'turn face: become angry' 
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a'. fan 1e 1ian 1e 

Iturn Asp. face Asp.: have become angry' 

b. xi zao 

'wash bath: take a bath' 

b'. xi 1e zao 1e 

'wash Asp. bath Asp.: have taken a bath' 

(Li 1971:121-2) 

Li's use of Chao's V + 0 designation (117), as we 

mentioned above, incorrectly describes some separable 

compound components in which the second component is not 

the object of the first. Another weakness in Li's analysis 

of Chinese separable V + X compounds is that by using 

faulty tests depending upon the use of the aspect marker 

1e, he arrives at inaccurate interpretations of Chinese 

separable compounds. According to him, the compounds in 

(2.33a) are different from those in (2.33b) and (2.33c) 

since those in (2.33a) contain a bound morpheme V. 

Therefore, compounds in (2.33a) are not separable, but 

those in (2.33b) and (2.33c) are: 

(2.33) a. ji-zuei: 

B F 

'stop mouth: stop eating' 

a'. *Ta ji 1e zuei. 

he stop Asp. mouth 



b.· fan-lian 

F F 

'turn-over face: get mad' 

bOo Tamen fan le lian leo 

they turn-over Asp. face Asp. 

'They get mad at each other.' 

c. xi-zao 

F B 

'wash bath: take a bath' 

ct. Ta xi le zao leo 

he wash Asp. bath Asp. 

'He has taken the bath.' 

(Li 1971:l2l-2) 
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From these differences, he concludes that whether a v-o 

compound is separable or not depends on whether the V is a 

free morpheme. If V is bound as those in (2.33a) are, the 

components of a compound are not separable. This 

conclusion, however, is made after he applies different 

tests of le to compounds like those in (2.33). He notes 

that in (2.33a) only one le is used, while in (2.33b) and 

(2.33c) two lets are used. If two Ie's are used for the 
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compound in (2.33a), the sentence is also grammatical. For 

example: 

(2.34) Ta ji Ie zuei Ie. 

he stop Asp. mouth Asp. 

'He stopped eating something.' 

With one Ie when there is no quantifier following Ie, the 

V + 0 construction in (2.33b) and (2.33c) is not separable 

either. For example: 

(2.35) a. *Tamen fan Ie lian. 

they turn-over Asp. face 

b. *Ta xi Ie zao. 

he wash Ie bath 

Therefore, Li's investigation of the syntactic 

variations of separable compounds is unable to provide an 

accurate analysis of such compounds. In addition, the 

identical syntactic variation in compounds and phrases is 

also overlooked in his analysis. 

s. F. Huang's Account of V + 0 Compounds and Phrases 

The primary focus of Chao and Li is on the problem 

of compound ionization, that is, whether a v-o compound is 

separable or not, and when. S. F. Huang (1982) directs the 

attention to the word order of whole sentences containing 

v-o compounds and believes that syntactic variations where 
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the verb reduplicates or the object is preverbal are a 

result of historical change. While he is able in this way 

to account for some syntactic variations containing v-o 

compounds, other variations are left unexplained because he 

does not give attention to ionization itself. Huang 

provides a surface structure condition which reads as 

follows: 

(2.36) No surface structure is well-formed if it 

contains a sequence of the form Verb-Cl-CZ 

where verb is restricted, for obvious 

reasons, to those verbs that are not 

transitive or cognate object verbs4 and C 

refers to any constituent. (234) 

With this surface structure condition, Huang can account 

for the repeated syntactic pattern of two verbs in a 

sentence. For example: 

(2.37) Ta chi fan chi 1e liang xiao-shi. 

he eat meal eat Asp two hours 

'He ate for two hours.' 

4 Chao (1968:312) describes a cognate object as 
consisting of an expression for (a) the number of times of 
an action, (b) its duration, (c) its extent, (d) the course 
of locomotion, or less often, its destination. 
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In addition, the preverbal prepositional phrase structure 

containing the object of the sentence can also be counted 

as a preposed result caused by a v-o compound which already 

contains a constituent. For example: 

(2.38) Ta gei hua jiao shui. (jiao-shui: 'water') 

he for flower sprinkle water 

'He waters the flowers.' 

Even though some sentences do have the syntactic object in 

the preverbal position, what S.F. Huang disregards is that 

in some sentences the object follows the so called v-o 

compound or occurs between the two components. For 

example: 

( 2.39 ) a. chu-ban 

'out edition: publish' 

a' . Wo chu ban Ie yi ben shu. 

I out edition Asp. one-C. book 

, I published a book. , 

b. ge-zhi 

'get-rid-of job: fire from job' 

b' . Lao-ban yao ge ta de zhi. 

boss want fire him de job 

'The boss wants to fire him.' 

The sentences in (39a and 39b) show that S.F. Huang's 

surface structure condition does not exist in Chinese. 
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C. T. Huang's Account of Compound Separation 

C. T. Huang (1984) , like S. F. Huang, is concerned 

with word order. But, in his analysis, he is also able to 

deal with the separability of the so-called v-o compound. 

Using a syntactic framework, he attempts to explain the 

identical syntactic operations in compounds and in verb 

phr.ases. Using the X-bar theory of GB, Huang devises a 

rule explaining the X-bar structure of Chinese (1982:41) 

and later paraphrases this rule, using it in support of his 

interpretation of compounds which undergo ionization as v-o 

idiom phrases in the lexicon (1984). This rule, which is 

used to account for Chinese phrase structure, and the 

paraphrase of the rule are as follows: 

(2.40) PSC Rule: 

[ X
n-i a. xn yp*] iff n=l and X ~ N 

b. [xn yp* Xn - i ] . (1 ) otherwlse 982 

Paraphrase of the PSC: 

Within a given sentence in Chinese, the 

head (the verb or VP) may branch to the 

left only once, and only on the lowest 

level of expansion. (1984:54) 
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Huang (1984) demonstrates his PSC for Chinese sentences by 

applying it to sentences containing two verbal complements. 

According to Huang, the following different sentences, both 

of which contain two complements, have the same deep 

structure. The sentences are: Ta gi rna gi Ie san xiao-shi. 

'He ride horse ride Asp. three hours: He rode the horse for 

three hours.' and Ta gi Ie san xiao-shi (de) rna. 'He ride 

Asp. three hours de horse: He rode the horse for three 

hours.' They are supposed to share the same deep structure 

illustrated below: 

(2.41) 

I 
Ta 

NP 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

! v 

qi 

v 

/\ 
/ \ 

/ \ 
NP 

rna Ie 

v 
\ 

C 

\ 

\ 
i 

san-xiao-shi. 
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Huang, adopting the restriction that branching can only be 

binary, produces the above tree structure to represent the 

deep structure of the sentence in (2.41). In this tree 

structure, the head of the VP branches to the left twice, 

and, consequently, it violates the PSC rule. Because, 

according to Huang, the PSC exists in Chinese as a surface 

structure constraint, pattern (2.41) must be avoided as a 

surface structure. He suggests that the language has two 

ways to avoid violating the PSC: one is to switch the order 

of the complements; the other is to reduplicate the head 

verb in order to change the structure of the sentence. 

Therefore, the following structures which do not violate 

the PSC are obtained: 

(2.42) a. 

NP 

numeral+classifier N 

Ta qi-le san-xiao-shi (de) rna. 



b. 

NP 

/ 

J 
I 
i 

I 
v 
i 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

' 
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s 

= 
v 

/ 
I ·. 

I 
NP V C 

Ta qi rna qi le san-xiao-shi. 

He interprets the change in the order of the two 

complements in (2.42a) as making the two complements serve 

as one since they are "used analogously as the numeral 

classifier phrases of the object NPs" (1984: 60). In 

defense of the new surface structure (2.42b) of Ta gi rna gi 

le san xiao-shi, he shows the head of the sentence only 

branching to the left once on the lowest level; that is, 

the first gi in gi-ma is no longer the verb of the sentence 

since the aspect marker le no longer accompanies it. 
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A question remains concerning the PSC postulated by 

Huang. Why is sentence (2.41) considered the D-structure 

of the two surface sentences above? Huang gives no 

justification for this. The reason from my observation can 

only be that sentence (2.41) is a sentence following 

English syntax, a result of translation from He rode the ---
horse for three hours. 

It can also be shown that in Chinese there are 

some counterexamples to Huang's PSC. Even though Huang 

claims that there cannot be two postverbal complements in a 

Chinese sentence, each of the following contains two 

complements: 

(2.43) A. Wo jiao ta Zhongwen. 

I teach him Chinese 

'I teach him Chinese.' 

B. a. Wo zhao Ie Zhangsan san tian Ie. 

I look-for Asp. John three day Asp. 

'I have looked for John for three days.' 

b. Wo rna Ie ta liang-ci. 

I scold Asp. him twice 

'I scolded him twice.' 

Even though they cannot conform to the PSC, Huang does not 

consider sentences with double objects, such as those in 

(2.43A), violations of that rule. He suggests, instead, 
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that double objects are sisters of the verb (1984:75). 

Nevertheless, when personal names or personal pronouns 

appear after the verb of a sentence, expressions of time 

duration or time frequency follow the object noun of a 

sentence, as the sentences in (2.43 B) show. Without the 

order of the two complements being switched, they cannot be 

considered one complement even in Huang's framework. Both 

the sentences in (2.43 B) have two complements after the 

verb, demonstrating that the head of the sentence would 

have to branch to the left twice if branching is assumed to 

be binary, as is true of Huang's PSC. 

The PSC devised by Huang, then, cannot explain some 

verb phrases. However, Huang has also tried to extend its 

application to compounds. As can be shown, the so-called 

v-o compounds, as well as phrases, can have the syntactic 

patterns of (2.42a) and (2.42b). For example: 

(2.44) a. Ta you 1e san xiao-shi (de) yong. 

he swim Asp. three hour de ? 

'He swam for three hours. , 

b. Ta you-yong you 1e san xiao-shi. 

he swim swim Asp. three hours 

'He swam for three hours. , 

According to Huang, the compound in (2.44) is to be 

considered a v-o phrase. This makes it conform to his PSC. 
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If you-yong 'swim-?: swim' in (2.44) is a VP containing 

V-NP, this VP does conform to the PSC. First, the time 

expression precedes the NP ~ in (2.44.a); second, the 

verb is repeated in (2.44.b). Since, GB itself does not 

treat the syntactic operations in words, except for the 

verb and INFL, Huang's change of status for compounds 

broadens the scope of GB's application considerably. 

However, it must be pointed out that this solution also 

causes serious problems. As we have seen, there are many 

varieties of the second component of a separable compound. 

Mithun (1984) explains that it is a common language 

phenomenon that the syntactic structure in compound words 

varies more than in phrases. As we have seen in the 

examples of Chinese compounds above, the grammatical 

function of the second component in a separable compound 

ranges from Subject to Object, and the thematic roles of 

the noun range from Theme to Location and Instrument. 

If these compound constructions are to be treated 

as v-o phrases, as Huang suggests, the verb phrase 

structure of Chinese will be unusually complicated. First, 

if the second component in a compound which has the 

thematic role Location or Instrument, like lu in zou-lu 

'walk road: walk' or dao in kai-dao 'open knife~ operate', 

is treated as the syntactic object, a new pattern must be 
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added to Chinese phrase structures. That is, to the 

original pattern of noun phrases expressing Location or 

Instrument in preverbal prepositional phrases (PP), Huang's 

solution adds a new pattern which causes these nouns (or 

noun phrases) to appear in postverbal position. Second, 

the second component in a separable compound can be the 

subject of the verb, as is hua in kai-hua 'open flower: 

bloom' or ~ in fa-ya 'occur sprout: sprout'. If a V-S 

compound is taken as a V-S phrase in a sentence, since 

there is also a syntactic subject, the sentence will have 

two subjects as in Zhe ke shu kai-hua le 'this tree open 

flower Asp: This tree bloomed.' On the other hand, if, as 

Huang suggests, a V-S compound construction should be taken 

as a v-o phrase, since the verb in a V-S construction is 

always intransitive, an intransitive verb would even be 

required to take an object in Chinese sentences. 

Finally, Huang's solution violates the definitions 

of word and phrase. According to definition, the result 

form of bound constituents can only be bound, or words, but 

by no means phrases (Bloomfield 1933:207). Compounds like 

ge-zhi 'fire-from job: fire', which contains a [bound + 

bound] morpheme combination, and you-yong 'swim-?: swim', 

which contains a [free + bound] combination, cannot be 

phrases. The reason that levels are mixed in GB analysis 

------- -- ---- --
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Since X-bar theory in GB does not account for syntactic 

operations occurring between the components of a compound 

word, Huang has to change the status of words into phrases 

in order to apply X-bar theory to Chinese separable 

compounds, and even to compound words which contain bound 

morphemes. The level of word and phrase is therefore mixed 

in this account. 

Categoria1 Grammar and Feature Analysis 

Categoria1 grammar does not use the traditional 

categories of Noun, Verb, Adjective and Adverb to show 

sentence constituents. Instead, a set of primitive 

categories (usually one corresponding to Sentence and one 

corresponding to NP) is chosen and additional categories 

are defined recursively as functions between previously 

recognized categories. Syntactic operations build these 

categories up into larger derived categories according to 

specified functor and argument relations. The completed 

category is a closed category ~, which is a sentence. Each 

syntactic rule can be associated with a semantic operation 

which assigns an interpretation to each derived expression 

as a function of the interpretations assigned to its 

component parts. This approach was developed by 

Ajdukiewicz (1935), who illustrated his ideas with examples 
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involving concatenation as the only syntactic operation. 

Curry (1961) envisioned a grammatical system employing 

arbitrarily definable syntactic operations, including 

transformations. Lambek (1961) constructed a "syntactic 

calculus" which added a number of type-changing rules to an 

Ajdukiewicz-1ike system. The systematic use of logical 

language to explain grammatical rules for the natural 

language of English was developed by Montague (1970), and 

Barbara Partee made this theory more accessible to 

syntacticians (1972;1975). Bach (1979) added rules to 

account for more syntactic operations. Recently Flynn 

(1983;1985) has shown also how word order depends upon 

whether the functor is a major category or not. 

While transformational systems analyze sentences 

into phrases and then words, categoria1 grammar builds up 

sentences from the bottom, that is,from primary categories 

which can contain morphemes, words, and abstract lexical 

items (Partee 1975:214). So while syntax in 

transformational grammars is only restricted to phrases, in 

a categoria1 grammar the syntax within words can also be 

accounted for. As shown above, use of the traditional 

terms for parts of speech (Chao) and the restriction of 

syntactic operations to the level of phrases (Huang) 

has caused many difficulties in the study of Chinese 
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compounds; therefore, a system, such as categorial grammar 

which is able to cross-classify syntactic units which do 

not belong to the same levels can provide a better account 

of the identical syntactic operations in one type of 

Chinese compounds and verb phrases. 

As linguists have worked with this system in its 

application to various languages, other suggestions have 

been made to elaborate upon different aspects of categorial 

grammar. Some of these insights are also important to the 

analysis of Chinese compounds introduced here. Similar to 

the feature theory of Chomsky and Halle (1968), who provide 

features to cross-classify syntactic units, is the use of 

features to specify expressions in the same category 

suggested and elaborated upon by Partee (1972) and Bach 

(1983;1984). Bach notes the example of the feature CASE, 

which is "a function defined for T (NP) expressions, their 

constituent parts, and functors taking T expressions as 

arguments (primarily verbs and prepositions)" (1983:30). 

He views the feature CASE as a morphosyntactic feature 

which relates word grammar (the morphological variations of 

words) to phrase grammar (the syntactic word order of the 

argument). The feature theory as developed by Gazdar, 

Klein, Pullum and Sag (1985) includes more features, such 

as [BAR] and [CASE], besides the [+N] and [±V] used by 
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Chomsky and Halle. By using the feature theory to find 

natural classes which form categories, linguists can 

account for the syntactic variations which are identical in 

compounds and phrases in Chinese. 

Since categories are defined according to their 

combination with other categories, some means must be found 

of determining the domain of each functor category. 

Syntactic features are not the only way of determining this 

domain; thematic roles also can be applied for the same 

purpose. It will be shown in Chapter 4 how the hierarchy 

of thematic roles which was originally devised by Gruber 

and then elaborated by Jackendoff (1972) to account for 

some active sentences not having passive counterparts can 

also be applied to Chinese in order to determine 

constituency relations. 

Chinese separable constructions have been analyzed 

by Chao (19G8), Charles Li (197l), James Huang (1982) and 

Chi (1985). Assigning the grammatical function of Object 

to all postverbal nouns, whether they are morphemes, words, 

or phrases began with Chao and was continued by several 

other linguists. Since the designation V + 0 is 

inaccurate, its use has hindered the understanding of 

separable structures. Even after Chi modified the 

structure to be V + N, some separable words were left 
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unexplained. Considering the separable construction 

endocentric (Chao) or calling units on the word level 

phrases (Huang) both fail to provide a thoroughly accurate 

account: while, on the one hand, endocentricity cannot 

account for the separability of words since non-separable 

words can also be endocentric and separable words can also 

be exocentric, on the other hand, when words are considered 

phrases, bound morphemes constitute phrases in 

contradiction to the definition of phrase. The blurring of 

boundaries between levels and the fact that syntactic 

operations do not observe traditional levels lead to the 

conclusion that the concern for levels in analyzing 

language is itself hindering the accurate analysis of 

Chinese compounds and phrases. Expressions of the language 

can be logically sorted into categories according to their 

relations to each other, and levels can be disregarded. 

Analysis of the components of the separable construction in 

Chinese shows that expressions of different levels 

belonging to the same syntactic category share identical 

semantic or syntactic features. Since categorial grammar 

allows for the interaction between morphology, syntax and 

semantics, Chinese language phenomena are best accounted 

for within the framework of this system. 



CHAPTER 3 

SYNTACTIC CATEGORIES AND RULES FOR CHINESE 
COMPOUNDS AND PHRASES 

The identical syntactic operations in Chinese 

compound words and phrases have been noticed by Chao 

(1968), S. F. Huang (1982), and C. T. Huang (1984), but, as 

shown in the previous chapter, none of them has been able 

to adequately account for this phenomenon. In order to 

provide an accurate explanation of the identical syntactic 

operations in compound words and verb phrases, a different 

approach is needed. Since such an approach will have to be 

able to account for the relation between word and phrase 

grammar, it will have to meet the following conditions: 

First, it must be able to define the domain of each of the 

components of both compounds and phrases. Second, these 

domains must be combinable with other domains to constitute 

larger units, ending finally with the sentence. And third, 

rules will be needed to account for the syntactic 

operations between the domains in a sentence. Finally, 

since there are cases wh~n the levels of word and phrase 

are blurred, a method of analyzing syntactic relations 

66 
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which does not distinguish between these levels is needed. 

The categoria1 analysis proposed here possesses the ability 

to logically relate word grammar and phrase grammar in 

Chinese without having to depend upon the concept of 

levels, and thus provides rules which apply to both words 

and phrases. 

Categories 

In applying categoria1 grammar, clearly determining 

the categories of the components of words and phrases and 

identifying the category of each compound or phrase as a 

whole unit is the first step. There are two kinds of 

categories: closed categories (or primitive categories) and 

functor categories. In Curry's explanation, the parts of 

sentences are divided into closed phrasal expressions and 

functor categories. According to Curry, a functor is a 

"means of combining phrases to form other phrases" and 

"every functor combines one or more phrases called its 

arguments to form a new phrase called its value" (1961:61). 

Therefore, if noun and sentence are the only closed 

categories, expressions belonging to the closed category of 

noun or name class can be combined with a functor category, 

and, unless the combination is already an ~ (noun or noun 

phrase) or S (sentence), this combination is still a 



functor looking for an argument. That is, the resulting 

value continues searching for arguments until the closed 

category of S or N is formed. 
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The first component of a separable compound or 

phrase in Chinese, as seen in the preceding chapter, is not 

to be designated as a name class in categorial grammar; 

rather it is a functor. Although the second component can 

be considered a name class in most cases, members of an 

unclear form class also occur as the second component of a 

separable structure. Since this second component consists 

not only of nouns, feature theory can be used to define a 

natural class to which the second component belongs. 

Contrasting the feature constituency of inseparable 

disyllabic compounds with separable ones provides a means 

to determine the feature shared by all the elements in this 

category. 

Not all disyllabic compounds have separable 

components. Although many varieties of the second 

component of separable V + X compounds exist, ionization 

can never occur when the second component has the feature 

[+v]. This term has been chosen in order to indicate that 

in some combinations the second component which is clearly 

a verb, in distinction to combinations in which the second 
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component belongs to one of several different form classes, 

with the exception of the form class verb. For example: 

(3.l) a. 'tV +V 

jin-gong 

B F 

'forward-attack: attack' 

b. *Di-ren jin Ie san-ci gong. 

enemy forward ASP. three-time attack 

'The enemy attacked three times.' 

c. Di-ren jin-gong Ie san-ci. 

enemy forward-attack Asp. three time 

'The enemy attacked three times.' 

(3.2 ) a. +V +V 

lian-xi1 

B B 

'practice practice: practice' 

l Even though [xi] is a bound morpheme, its form 
class can still be decided by its combination with other 
morphemes in words. [Xi] has more than one form class in 
different combinations. In the combinations below, it is 
used as a noun. For example: 

1. a. N N 

b. 

xi-ti 
'practice-items: homework' 
N V 
xi-guan 
'habit used-to:habit' 

The morpheme [xi] can 
in which it cannot be 

2. a. 

also be used in other combinations 
interpreted as a noun as follows: 

Adv V 
fu-xi 
'again practice: review' 
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b. *Tamen lian Ie san-ci xi. 

they practice Asp. three-time practice 

c. Tamen lian-xi Ie san-ci. 

they practice Asp. three time 

'They practiced three times. ' 

Knowing that ionization does not occur when the second 

component has the feature [+v] helps the linguist identify 

the kinds of terminals that may appear as the second 

component of separable compounds or phrases. Furthermore, 

the many possible varieties of the second component can be 

unified into a natural class under one syntactic feature. 

b. Adv V 
wen-xi 
'warm practice: review' 

c. V V 
lian-xi 
'practice practice: practice' 

The examples in (2a,b and c) are words composed of the 
bound morpheme [xi]. The reason why [xi] cannot belong to 
the form class noun in (2a) and (2b) is that there are no 
Adv. + N compound words in Chinese. Adv. + V is, however, 
a very common combination, as in jian-mai 'cheaply sell: 
sell cheaply' or cong-xiu 'again-study: take a course of 
study again'. Furthermore, if [xi] has the form class noun 
in (2c), it must have a grammatical function besides 
Subject and a thematic role which is assigned by the 
predicate lian (see the discussion of Selkirk's study in 
Chapter 2). But lian and xi do not have this relationship: 
lian-xi does not mean 'practice some practice' or 'use 
some practice to practice'. Instead, the bound morpheme 
[xi] has the feature [+V], just as it does in fu-xi 'again 
practice: review' or wen-xi 'warm practice: review'. the 
feature [+V] from this chapter is a feature associating 
morphemes, words or phrases which can clearly be identified 
as verbs. The feature [-V] will be discussed in more detail 
later. 

------- --------------- -----
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Although many syntactic features have been 

identified (See Jackendoff 1977:3l~ Gazdar, Klein, Pullum 

and Sag 1985:17-35), in studying Chinese separable 

compounds and phrases, only two features are necessary: 

[+V] and [+N]. In addition, the [BAR] feature can be used 

to explain that both words and morphemes occur as the 

second component of a separable V + X combination. [BAR,O] 

has been used to stand for words (Chomsky 1981:38,48,164~ 

Gazdar, et. al. 1985:17-35), while [BAR,-l] has been used 

to stand for morphemes (Moorgat 1984: 309). Usage of the 

bar concept for phrases is highly divergent, depending upon 

what kind of phrase is being analyzed. While one bar or 

two are used for verb phrases, from one to many bars have 

been used for noun phrases (Huang 1982:50, 72). 

In this chapter, the usages of Gazdar, Klein, 

Pullum and Sag (1985:26) are maintained, so that both 

noun phrases and verb phrases are designated only as 

[BAR,2]. The three syntactic features [+N], [+V] and 

[BAR,X] (here X is a variable ranging over numbers) will 

be used to distinguish natural classes to which the second 

component of a separable V + X structure belongs. (Here X 

is a variable ranging over the different realizations of 

the second component). Using these three syntactic 

---- -- ---- ---



features, the second component of both non-separable and 

separable V + X structures can be illustrated as follows: 

(3.3) A. non-separable 

V-morpheme: [-N], [+V], [BAR,-l] 

B. separable 

a. N-word: [-V], [+N], [BAR,O] 

b. N-morpheme: [-V], [+N], [BAR,-l] 

c. Morpheme with unclear form class: 

[-V], [-N], [BAR,-1]2 

2chomsky and Halle (1968) and Chomsky (1981:48) 
use the syntactic features [~V] and [~v] to classify the 
following four form classes: 

1. V: [+V] [-N] 
N: [-V] [+N] 
A: [+v] [+N] 
P: [-V] [-N] 

Even though the four form classes cna be classified by 
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the two syntactic features in such an economical way, 
whether this classification really divides theses four 
inot natural classes is still in doubt. Jackendoff 
(1977:31) questions the classification of A as [+V] [+N] 
and P as [-V] [-N] since adjefctives and prepositions are 
not completely contrastive form classes. If [-V] and [-N] 
are used to classify prepositions in Chinese, the 
classification is even less appropriate. Chinese 
prepositions are analyzed by Thompson and Li (1981:356-69) 
as co-verbs since syntactically they have some of the same 
functions as verbs. First, a preposition, like a verb, 
can be preceded by the negation word bu as follows: 

2. a. Ta bu chi fan-.
he not eat rice 
'He doesn't eat.' 

b. Ta bu gen ni chi fan. 
he not with you eat rice 
'He doesn't eat with you.' 
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The features demonstrated in (3.3) show that 

[BAR,X] is not a feature relevant to the discussion of the 

separability of V + X structures. Either a word or a 

morpheme can be the second component in a separable V + X 

combination. The feature [~N] is also irrelevant to an 

explanation of separation: that is, the second component is 

not necessarily a noun. The feature crucial to deciding 

whether a V + X combination is separable or not is the 

feature [+v]. Only terminals which have the feature [-V] 

can be separable from the first component. 

Second, some prepositions are optionally followed by zhe 
which is a durative aspect marker usually occurring post
verbally. For example: 

3. a. Ta chi zhe fan nee 
he eat -ing rice Particle 
'He is eating now.' 

b. Ni an (zhe) wo-de hua zuo. 
you according-to -ing my word do 
'Do it according to my instructions.' 

Third, prepositions are used independently as verbs: 
4. A. a. Ta zai jia chi fan. 

he at horne eat rice 
'He eats at horne.' 

b. Ta zai jia. 
he at horne 
'He is at horne.' 

B. a. Ta hui yong kuai-zi chi fan. 
he can with chopsticks eat rice 
'He can eat with chopsticks.' 

b. Ta hui yong kuai-zi. 
he can use chopsticks 
'He can use chopsticks.' 

These examples' show that Chinese prepositions cannot be 
classified as [-V] and [-N]. However, these two features 
can be useful in identifying unclear form classes. In 
addition to these two features, morphemes with unclear 
form classes have the feature [BAR,-l] in distinction to 
prepositions which have [BAR,O]. 
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The three features used to analyze the second 

components of separable and inseparable Chinese compounds 

and phrases are: 

(3.4) a. [+ V] 

b. [+ N] 

c. [BAR,X] 

A natural class to which the second components of separable 
, 

compounds or phrases belong can be summarized by the 

following feature: 

(3.5) [-V] 

This feature [-V] cross-classifies the following form 

classes which are composed of the features in (3.4): 

(3.6) a. N word: 

[-V], [+N], [BAR,O] 

shu 'book'; shui 'water' 

b. N morpheme: 

[-V], [+N], [BAR,-l] 

zhi 'job' ill zhi-ye 'job-occupation:job' 

hun 'marriage' in jie-hun 'combine marriage: 

get married' 

c. Morphemes with unclear form class: 

[-V], [-N], [BAR,-l] 

yong I?' in you-yong 'swim ?: swim' 

jiao I?' in shui-jiao 'sleep ?: sleep! 
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Conversely, the following form classes found as the 

second component of compounds cannot be cross-classified by 

the feature [-VJ: 

(3.7) a. V morpheme: 

[ + V], [ - N], [ BAR, -1 ] 

xi 'practice' in wen-xi 'warm-practice: review' 

da 'hit' in gong-da 'attack-hit: attack' 

b. adjective word: 

[ + V], [ + N], [ BAR, 0 ] 

da 'big' in zhang-da 'grow-big: grow up' 

hao 'good' in gai-hao 'change-good: become good' 

All the terminals i~ (3.6) form a syntactic category since 

this set is separable from the first component of a 

compound or phrase, as the following sentences show: 

(3.8) a. xi Ie liang ci yi-fu 

wash Asp. two time clothes 

'washed clothes twice' 

b. nian Ie liang ci shu 

study Asp. two times book 

'studied twice' 

c. you Ie san xiao-shi yong 

swim Asp. three hour ? 

'swam for three hours' 

However, when the terminals in (3.7) occur as the second 
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component of a structure, the structure is not separable in 

the following pattern: 

(3.9) a. *wen le liapg-ci xi 

warm Asp. twice practice 

b. *gai le yi-ci hao 

change Asp. once good 

The above feature analysis of the second component 

of Chinese separable and inseparable compounds or phrases 

can be seen as analyzing categories of a natural class. In 

Chinese, it can be seen that the second component of a 

separable compound or phrase is an argument category which 

includes more than nouns. This category is a natural class 
~ 

which can be cross-classified by the feature [-V]. 

Therefore, instead of depending on the closed category N 

(Ajdukiewicz's g (1935:211) or Montague's! (1974: 249)), 

the relevant category in Chinese is really a set of 

categories (form classes), namely, the set of categories 

characterized by the feature [-V]. Correspondingly, the 

class of functors which combines with elements of this set 

of categories to form a verb phrase may be designated 

IV/-V. IV here is used to represent the category of 

intransitive verb phrase and is used in the same way that 

Montague used this designation in his study of English 

syntax (249). 
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The problem encountered in using Chao's v-o 

traditional designation can thus be solved through a 

categorial designation, defined by its features. Since all 

possible occurrences of the second component of a separable 

compound or of a verb phrase can be unified under the 

feature [-V], the identical syntactic operations for 

phrases and separable compounds can be explained. 

If categorial grammar and feature theory are not 

used to explain this phenomenon, the difficulty encountered 

in Huang's analysis, where distinct levels are mixed (see 

Chapter 2), could arise. Believing that syntactic units 

having separable components must belong to the same level 

and share the same [BAR,X] feature, Huang claims separable 

compounds belong to a "'V-one-bar' category", just as verb 

phrases do (1984:70). (The term category used by Huang 

would, then, be equivalent to the word feature used in this 

dissertation.) But it is certainly not the case that both 

compounds and phrases share this [Bar,X] feature. The 

arguments which share the feature [-V] form a natural 

class, a category which is separable from its functor IV/-V 

or [-V, IV, RC] in Bach's (1983) terminology. 

In Chinese, then, attention to feature theory for the 

formation of syntactic categories shows how morphology and 

syntax are closely related. This is similar to what 
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feature theory does in English, where [CASE] is a 

morphosyntactic feature. On the word level, the feature 

[CASE] results in morphological variations: on the phrase 

level, the feature [CASE] is also a value for the argument 

category (accusative) which a certain kind of functor (like 

preposition or verb) "takes" (Bach 1983:70). In Chinese, 

the feature [-V] functions to select terminals: morphemes, 

words or noun phrases which share this feature to belong to 

this argument category. On the phrase level, this argument 

category is the one with which the IV/-V functor combines. 

Besides the need t-o have ac,cu:r.ate categories for 

the components of separable phrases and separable 

compounds, the categories of whole units in which the 

syntactic operations occur must also be clearly determined 

in order to fully explain the common word and sentence 

grammar. While Chao classifies separable v-a compounds as 

endocentric, it is clear that the classification cannot 

exclude non-separable V + -v compounds; therefore, a more 

suitable category is needed to show the function of the 

whole unit. 

In categorial grammar, the category IV is designed 

both for intransitive verbs and verb phrases containing an 

NP (Partee 1975; Dowty: 1978). This IV should further 



combine with the subject NP to form a sentence. The 

category derived by combining the functor IV/-V and the 

argument -v is the category IV. The whole unit is 

intransitive and combines with the subject NP to form a 

sentence. For example: 

(3.10) a. kai dao: 'operate' 

a'. Ta kai guo dao. 

he open Asp. knife 

'He has had an operation before.' 

b. Ta mai Ie fang-zi Ie. 

he buy Asp. house so-far 

'He has bought a house.' 
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Although the category IV/-V, -V successfully 

generalizes the variations in the form classes of separable 

compounds and phrases, some inseparable compounds in 

Chinese may seem to be counterexamples not fitting the 

generalized category. Since, however, IV is not the same 

as the traditional intransitive, these counterexamples are 

putative counterexamples only. For example: when 

adjectival verbs which are intransitive have a V + -V 

construction, they are not separable. 

(3.11) a. xi-xin 

Ithin mind: careful' 
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(3.12) 

b. *Ta xi Ie liang-ci xin. 

he thin Asp. two-time mind 

c. Ta xi xin Ie liang-cia 

he thin mind Asp. twice 

'He has been careful twice. 

a. da-dan 

'big gall (bladder): brave' 

b. *Ta da Ie san-ci dang. 

he big Asp. three-time gall 

c. Ta da dan Ie san-cia 

, 

he big gall Asp. three-times 

'He has been brave three times.' 
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The inseparable compounds in (3.11) and (3.12) seem to be 

counterexamples to the IV/-V, -V categories of separable 

compounds: first, they have the components V + -Vi second, 

they are intransitive. But they cannot undergo ionization. 

When we examine sentences which contain this kind of 

adjectival verb more carefully, we find that, even though 

these adjectival verbs are intransitive, they do not belong 

to the category IV. 

As we have seen before, the category IV in 

categorial grammar combines with the subject NP to form a 

sentence (Dowty 1978), so, since adjectival verbs do not 

directly follow the subject NP in Chinese, they do not 



belong to the category IV. This is demonstrated by the 

following sentences. For example: 

( 3 .13 ) a. xi-xin 

'thin-mind: careful' 

b. *Ta 

he 

xi-xin. 

careful 

c. Ta hen xi-xin. 

he very careful 

'He is very careful'. 

(3.14) a. da-dan 

'big gall-bladder: brave' 

b. *Ta da-dan. 

he brave 

c. Ta hen da-dan. 

he very brave 

'He is very brave.' 
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The V + -V adjectives in (3.1~) and (~.14) .~o not belong to 

the category IV before combining with hen. Therefore, 

adjectival verbs do not belong to the IV category, and the 

syntactic operations occurring between the components 

IV/-V, -V cannot apply to them. Focus on the category of 

the entire unit makes it clear why, even when the 

components of two compounds and the form class of the whole 

unit are similar, different restrictions for separability 

can be found. 
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Use of the category IV also reveals why compound 

ionization does not occur to V + -V compounds like chu-ban 

'out edition: publish'. Even though chu-ban has the V + -V 

components, the category for the compound chu-ban as a 

whole is IV/-V since it is a functor followed by a -V in a 

sentence. For example: 

(3.15) Ta chu-ban Ie yi ben shu. 

he out edition Asp. one C. book 

'He published a book.' 

Therefore, the aspect marker appears to the right of the 

compound as a whole instead of occurring between the 

components of the V + -V compound to form compound 

ionization. 

List of Categories 

The above examination has demonstrated that the 

varinnt conditions for the separability of compounds are 

the same as those for the separability of phrases. A 

categorial analysis can provide rules to explain this 

phenomenon. The following list gives all of the categories 

which combine in a functor-argument relation to form the 

category IV: 
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(3.16) Categories Basic Expressions 

-VG fan 'rice or food' 

shu 'book' 

Zhangsan 'John', ta 'he or him' 

ku 'cry', xiao 'laugh' 

IV/-VG chi 'eat', kan 'study' 

IV/-V_G zhao 'look-for', rna 'scold' 

IV/-VG J'iao 'teach' ge 'remove' 
-V-G ' 

IV/(-V_G) [[+as p • J; /IV(-V_G)[ -asp.] 
~res.J [~res.] 

Asp marker : Ie; guo 

IV/(-V_G)[+res.]//IV(-V_G) [-res.] 
[-asp.] [-asp.] 

Resultative: dao 'succeed' 

wan 'finish' 

IV / (-V -G )[ +asp. ] / /IV (-V -G) [ -asp. ] 
[+res.J [-res.] 

Potentiality: de-wan 

'can finish' 

IV [~asp.]/IV [!asp.] 

san xiao-shi 'three hours' 

liang ci 'twice' 

Two name class categories must be distinguished in 

Chinese syntax since these two categories have different 

functions with other syntactic expressions. The function 

between the category -V and other categories varies 

depending on whether -V refers to a general or specific 

name. In fact, Ajdukiewicz explained that semantically 
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there are two kinds of name categories: " •.• at least two 

semantic categories can be distinguished among names in 

ordinary speech: first, the semantic category to which 

belong the singular names of individuals, and the general 

names of individuals in so far as these are taken in 

suppositione personali; secondly, the semantic category of 

general names in so far as they occur in suppositione 

simplici (i.e. as the names of universals)" (1935; 1967). 

The first name class distinguished by Ajdukiewicz includes 

personal names referring to specific persons, like the name 

'John~ and its pronoun. It also includes names which refer 

to objects which are definite in the speaker's mind. (In 

English the definite article the precedes such names. In 

Chinese, even though there is no article equivalent to the 

preceding a noun and referring to a definite object, the 

definite kind of name does exist.) In the present analysis 

this name class will be represented by -V_Go The other name 

class refers to names in general. When the second 

component in a Chinese compound has the -V feature, it 

must be a non-specific, or general, name. For example, in 

Ta chi Ie fan Ie. 'he eat Asp. rice Asp.: He ate.', the 

person could eat noodles or bread as his meal, and in Ta 

zou Ie wu fen-zhong (de) lu 'he walk Asp. five minute (de) 

road: He walked for five minutes.', the person could be 
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walking in a field, instead of on the road. This name 

class will be represented by -VGo Since some sentences 

include two -Vs of different classes, two different name 

classes must be determined for them. In this analysis, the 

difference between the two name classes is evident. For 

example: 

(3.l7) a. jiao ta Zhongwen 

'teach him Chinese: teach him Chinese' 

b. gei hua jiao-shui: water the flowers 

'for flower sprinkle-water: water the flowers' 

In (3.l7a), Zhongwen 'Chinese' is a definite name for a 

particular language in contrast to other languages, and it 

is also general since precisely what about or what part of 

the language is being taught is not specified. Compared to 

the definite and specific personal pronoun ta 'him', 

Zhongwen 'Chinese' is -VG and ta 'him' is -V-G· In (3.l7b), 

even though hua 'flower' is not marked, as it is in English 

with a definit~ article, it is understood that some 

specific flowers are watered. The noun shui 'water' is a 

general name -VG since it does not refer to any specific 

water. 
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Operations 

The rules needed to account for the for.mation of IV 

in Chinese separable phrases and compounds depend upon 

three operations from categorial grammar: 

(3.l8) a. concatenation (left, right) 

b. cliticization (left, right) 

c. right wrap 

In the concatenation operation, which was introduced by 

Ajdukiewicz (1935;1967), the functor and argument combine 

to form a derived category. Left concatenation locates the 

argument on the left side of the functor, and right 

concatenation locates the argument on the right side of the 

functor (Bach 1979). Even though cliticization also 

combines expressions, =liticization and concatenation 

differ in the number of phrases which result from the 

combination. When units are concatenated into a derived 

expression, the number of units in the expression is the 

sum of the number of units in the argument and the functor. 

When a functor and an argument are cliticized, however, 

only one unit results (Schmerling 1982:159). The following 

formulae show the difference between these two operations: 

(3.l9) Concatenation: ( rJ. ), { (3 ) = 0( # !3 

Cliticization: ( ot. }, ( f.,) = ot~;3 
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Adding to these two operations common to categorial 

grammars, Bach (1979) introduced the right wrap operation 

to formalize the relation between transitive phrases and 

their objects. In English this operation allows a direct 

object to occur within a transitive-verb phrase; for 

example, the direct object Fido can be introduced into the 

phrase put in the garage, producing Put Fido in the garage. 

The version of this operation adopted in this dissertation 

cliticizes the second of two argument expressions to the 

right side of the first unit of its first argument, as 

below: 
,.. 

(3.20) Right wrap:(ol#cJ# ••• oI...)a,(IJ)b=d. t3 #ti#"'~11 '.l. •• I~ .L 

Right wrap can also be interpreted as a combination 

of cliticization and concatenation (Schmerling 1982:160). 

As the example in (3.20) illustrates, (3 is first 

cliticized with the first unit in ' a' to produce one 

unit; then, the newly formed unit is concatenated with the 

rest of the expressions in 'a'. This version of right 

wrap is identical to right cliticization when there is only 

one unit in the first argument in (3.20). Since the 

cliticization operation makes two expressions form one 

unit, the newly formed unit is not separable by other 

operations. 
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Rules 

The rules which describe the formation of sentences 

are as follows: 

(3.21) 1. If 0( t:: IV/-VG and (JE. -VG 

then right concatenate ( 01 , (3 € IV 

(-VGis the argument); otherwise, 

cli ticize ( o( ..... !?> ). 

(Here otherwise means that alpha is a 

member of X/Y and beta is a member of Y 

and either X ~ IV or Y ~ -V.) 

2. If of. e ~ and both ~ = IV and Zxdoes not 

contain -V_G or Zx = [IV / -V -G] where x is 

the feature [+asp] or [+res] and jJ G Zx /Zx ' 

then RW ( 01,. (.1 ) E Z X • 

3. IfC>i! IV[+asp] andt1GIV[+asp]/IV[,.:tasp], 

then RW ot and (2 c IV[ +asp] * . 

(* means that the rule cannot be applied 

recursively.) 

Rule 1 analyzes the combination of words as well as 

phrases in the lexicon. Compound words which have the 

structure IV/-V~ like you-yong 'swim? : swim', are 

formed by right concatenation since the form class of ~ 

has the feature [-V G] and you-yong has the category IV. 

The word jin-gong 'forward-attack: attack' is formed by 
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cliticization since ~ 'attack' has the form class verb 

which does not have the feature [-VG]. The word chu-ban 

'out-edition: publish' is also formed by cliticization 

since chu-ban does not have the form class IV. In addition 

to governing the combinatory structure of words in the 

lexicon, Rule 1 accounts for the combination of phrases 

which belong to the category IV. For example: 

(3.22) a. hen xiao-xin 

very little-mind: very careful 

Hen and xiao-xin are cliticized into a unit. 

(Xiao and xin have been cliticized into the 

uni t xiao-xin in the lexicon by Rule 1.) 

b. kan dian-ying 

see movie: see movie 

Kan and dian-ying are concatenated. 

(Dian and ~ have already been cliticized 

into one unit in the lexicon by Rule 1.) 

Syntactic rules demonstrate semantic relations and 

have a semantic translation. (See Montague 1974:247-270 and 

Partee 1975:217.) In order for the entire 't' (sentence) to 

have truth value, the categories which combine to form 't' 

must themselves be meaningful combinations. In Chinese, 

the combination of two components into a word or an idiom 

phrase must be those listed in the lexicon in order for 
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them to be meaningful as a unit. For example, the morpheme 

[you-] which has the category IV/-VG is not only looking 

for a morpheme which has the category -VGi the [-VG] 

morpheme must be one existing in the lexicon with [you-] in 

order to be meaningful. The combination with [-yong] is 

one alternative understood by native speakers. In order to 

get semantic interpretations for words, Rule 1 only 

generates existent words. Even though when both components 

in a compound are free morphemes, these components can be 

understood, the combination is not accepted as a word by 

the native speaker. Note the following: 

(3.23) a. zou-lu 

'walk road: walk' 

b. *zou-di 

walk ground 

c. *zou-tian 

walk field 

Although such words as those in (23.b and c) can be coined 

or generated, they are not acceptable combinations for 

native speakers, and, therefore, compounds can only be 

generated on the condition that they are meaningful words. 

There are also restrictions on the generation of 

phrases by categorial grammar rules. Even though the 

combinations of words into phrases are much more varied, 



the parts which are combined into phrases must also be 

meaningfully compatible in order for there to be an 

accepted semantic translation for the whole phrase. Note 

the following: 

(3.24) A. a. chi dong-xi 

'eat thing: eat something' 

b. chi tan.g 

'eat candy: eat candy' 

c. chi shui-guo 

'eat fruit: eat fruit' 

d. chi jiao-zi 

'eat dumpling: eat dumplings' 

B. a. *chi Iu 

eat road 

b. *chi dian-ying 

eat movie 
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Even though the phrases in (B) are also combinations of the 

functor IV/-VG with the argument -VG, just as those in (A) 

are, the combinations in (B) do not make sensei the units 

are not meaningfully compatible with one another. Since 

semantic translation for syntactic expressions generated by 

rules is required in the grammar, these expressions will 

not be generated. Thus, semantic translation in categorial 

grammar can be seen as a filter which hinders the 

production of non-existent words or meaningless phrases. 
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Rule 2 places the category IV/(-V_G)//IV/(-V_ G) in 

the right syntactic position in IV. The aspect markers Ie 

or guo, the resultative words (R) dao 'succeed' or wan 

'finish', and the expressions of potentiality de + R 'can 

R' or bu + R 'cannot R' all belong to this category. In 

order to distinguish their differences, a variable x which 

ranges over [+aspl and [+resl accompanies Z. The feature 

[xl ~arks different kinds of Zx/Zx, all of which belong to 

the category of IV/(-V_G)x//IV/(-V-G)x. 

( 3 .25) Ie: Z [+asp.J / Z [-asp.J 

[+res.J [+res.J 

dao: Z [-asp.J / Z [-asp.J 

[+res .J [-res .J 

de dao: Z [+asp.J / Z [-asp.J 

[+res.J / Z [-res.J 

When Zx/Zx in Rule 2 is Ie or guo, the application 

of this rule generates the following phrases: 

(3.26) a. xiao Ie; xiao guo 

laugh Asp.; laugh Asp. 

b. you Ie yong; you guo yong 

swim Asp. ?; swim Asp. ? 

kan Ie dian-ying; kan guo diaD-ying 

see Asp. movie; see Asp. movie 
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c. rna Ie ta; rna guo ta 

scold Asp. him; scolu<Asp. him 

d. jiao Ie ta Zhongwen; jiao guo ta Zhongwen 

teach Asp. him Chinese; teach Asp. him Chinese 

The Z in Rule 2, indicates IV in (26a) and (26b) since IV 

does not contain -V_G in these two phrases. The wrapping 

rule becomes cliticization in (26a) since IV is the only 

unit in the phrase. In (26b), the asp. marker is right 

wrapped into IV and precedes the second unit--[-yong] (?) 

or dian-ying 'movie'-- which combines with [you-] 'swim' or 

kan 'see' by concatenation. In (26c) and (26d), the! in 

Rule 2 is IV/-V_G' but not IV since IV in these two phrases 

contains -V_G. The aspect marker is cliticized to rna 

'scold' in (26c) and right wrapped into jiao Zhongwen 

'teach Chinese' in (26d). That the pronoun or personal 

name -V_G in (26d) is cliticized to the category IV/-V_Gis 

the result of the application of Rule 1. 

When Zx/Zx represents the resultative word dao 

'succeed' or wan 'finish' in Rule 2 the following phrases 

are produced. For example: 

(3.27) a. xiao wan 

'laugh finish: finish laughing' 

b. you wan yang 

'swim finish ?: finish swimming' 
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c. zhao dao ta 

'look-for succeed him: find him' 

d. jiao wan ta Zhongwen 

'teach finish him Chinese: finish 

teaching him Chinese' 

The reasons for locating the resulative words in 

the syntactic position shown in (27) are the same as those 

holding for the examples in (26). In addition, the feature 

[x] which accompanies the category Z makes it clear why 

this rule can be applied again to add Asp. even though 

there is a resultative word. When the category Zx/Zx in 

Rule 2 is a resultative word, the feature [xl in the input 

as well as in the output of this rule is [-asp]. When Zx/Zx 

in the same rule is an aspect marker, the feature [x] in 

the input is [-asp]. This means that the output of the 

first application of Rule 2, as the examples in (27) show, 

can be the input for the second application of this rule 

which produces Asp as in the examples below: 

(3.28) a. xiao wan Ie 

'laugh finish Asp.: finished laughing' 

b. you wan Ie yong 

'swim finish Asp. ?: finished swimming' 

c. zhao dao Ie ta 

'look-for succeed Asp. him: found him' 
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d. jiao wan Ie ta Zhongwen 

'teach finish Asp. him Chinese: finished 

teaching him Chinese' 

The aspect marker Ie or guo cliticizes to xiao-wan, a 

combination of units which were cliticized into one unit by 

right wrap when Rule 2 applied the first time. 

Nevertheless, the two applications of Rule 2 cannot be in 

reverse order because of the presence of the feature 

[x:+asp.] which accompanies Z. The examples in (26) are 

the result of applying Rule 2 to produce the feature [+asp] 

with !; this prevents Rule 2 from being applied to get a 

resultative expression requiring an [-asp] input. 

Therefore the following unacceptable expressions will not 

be generated: 

(3.29) a. *xiao-Ie wan 

laugh Asp. finish 

b. *you-le wan yong 

swim Asp, finish ? 

c. *zhao-Ie dao ta 

look-for ASp. successful him 

d. *jiao-Ie wan ta Zhongwen 

teach Asp. finish him Chinese 
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Morphemes· showing potentiality like de 'can' and bu 

'cannot' first cliticize to a resultative word like dao 

'succeed' or wan 'finish' by Rule 1. After the application 

of Rule 2, the following phrases are produced. 

(3.30) 

a. xiao bu wan 

'laugh not finish: cannot finish laughing' 

b. you de wan yong 

'swim can finish ?: can finish swimming' 

c. zhao bu dao ta 

'look-for not succeed him: cannot find him' 

d. jiao de wan ta Zhongwen: 

'teach de finish him Chinese: can finish 

teaching him Chinese' 

There can be only one application of Rule 2 when 

Zx/Zx represents de + R, since, according to (25), the 

output after applying de + R has the feature [+asp] which 

is not the input for the production of resultative words 

and aspect markers, like dao and le, which require the 

feature [-asp]. Using the features [+res] and [+asp] to 

prevent the application of potentiality and Asp. from 

occurring simultaneously reflects the semantic constraints, 

too. That is, potentiality of occurrence and the reality 

of occurrence cannot be expressed simultaneously in the 

same sentence. 
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Rule 3 combines IV phrases with phrases expressing 

time frequency or time duration. The following examples 

can demonstrate the generation: 

(3.31) 

a. xiao (le) 1iang-ci 

'laugh (Asp.) two-times: 1augh(ed) twice' 

b. you (le) san xiao-shi yong 

'swim Asp. three hour ? : swim (swam) three hours' 

c. rna (le) ta yi xiao-shi: sco1d(ed) him an hour 

'scold Asp. him one hour: sco1d(ed) him an hour' 

d. jiao (le) ta liang nian Zhongwen 

'teach Asp. him two year Ch~~ese: 

teach (taught) him Chinese for two years' 

Since all the units in an IV are c1iticized except 

-VG' when IV [+a~p.] /IV [+asp.]is right wrapped into a IV, 

it precedes -VGand follows all the other elements which are 

c1iticized together. The application of Rule 3 is 

obligatory if the aspect marker is 1e and IV contains a -V 

since Chinese does not allow the following sentences. 

(3.32) a. *Wo rna 1e tao 

I scold Asp. him 

b. *T~ you 1e yong. 

he swim Asp. ? 



By the application of Rule 3, the following 

sentences are produced: 

(3.33) a. Wo rna Ie ta yi xiao-shi. 

I scold Asp him one hour 

'I scolded him for one hour.' 

b. Ta you Ie liang ci yong. 

he swim Asp. two times ? 

'He swam twice.' 

When there are no aspect markers or the aspect 

marker is guo, the application of Rule 3 is optional. 

(3.34) a. Wo rna guo tao 

I scold Asp. him 

, I have scolded him. ' 

b. wo rna guo ta liang-ci. 

I scold Asp. him two-times 

, I have scolded him twice. , 

c. Wo you yong. 

I swim ? 

'I swim. , 

d. Wo (mei-tian) you yi-ci yong. 

I every day swim one-time ? 

, I swim once a day. , 
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Thus, with several different syntactic categories 

and three syntactic rules, all the syntactic variations 

occurring in a compound word or a verb phrase can be fully 

accounted for. 

Categories vs. Levels 

It has been shown above that a logical explanation 

of separable compounds and phrases can be given without 

having to even consider whether a particular expression is 

a word or a phrase. The advantage of such a unified 

analysis of the syntactic operations of Chinese can be seen 

especially when the case of resultative expressions are 

under consideration. The resultative R which has the 

category IV/(-V~//IV/(-V~) is a functor for the argument 

IV/(-V-G). That is, R functions in conjunction with the 

whole intransitive verb phrase. Assuming that R is a word, 

Chao (1968) analyzes V + R expressions as compound words. 

Although he points out that resultative words can appear 

with Valone and form V + R compounds, he does not give any 

reasons why he considers V + R constructions compounds. On 

the other hand, Huang (1984) suggests that V + R 

constructions, like separable V + 0 constructions, are 

idiom phrases in the lexicon. His argument, as will be 

shown below, does not allow for syntactically varied 

occurrences of V + R. 
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Some sentences in Chinese have resu1tative clauses, 

which contain a missing subject; this subject refers to the 

subject of the sent.ence. In his discussion of this type of 

sentence, Huang provides the following example: 

(3.35) Ta qi-ma qi de hen lei. 

he ride-horse ride de very tired 

'He rode the horse until he got tired.' 

Huang points out that this pattern of indexing the missing 

subject to the subject of the sentence is different from 

that of ba sentences containing resu1tative clauses. In a 

ba sentence, the missing subject of the resu1tative clause 

refers to the object of the main clause, as in the 

following example: 

(3.36) Ta 

he 

ba 

ba 

rna qi de hen 

horse ride de very 

'He rode the horse tired.' 

lei. 

tired 

Because of the difference in meaning created by these two 

patterns, Huang has devised a principle for Chinese: 

(3.37) The missing subject of a resu1tative complement 

must refer to a ba-NP in the main clause if 

there is a ba-NP. Otherwise, it must refer to 

the main subject. (1984:67) 

Following this principle, he claims that the V + R 

construction in which the R refers to the subject of the 
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sentence is a phrase since it conforms to the principle 

operative for phrases. In his interpretation, though, when 

the R in a V + R construction does not refer to the subject 

of the sentence, V + R is a compound word; that is, words 

are able to violate phrase principles. Therefore, the 

V + R construction chi-bao 'eat-full: full' would be a 

phrase since it conforms to the principle in {3.37),and 

da-si 'hit-die: kill' is a word since it does not conform 

to this principle. Note the following: 

(3.38) a Zhangsan chi-bao le fan. 

John eat-full Asp. food 

'John ate full.' 

b. Zhangsan 

John 

da-si le laoshu. 

hit-die Asp. mouse 

'John killed the mouse.' 

Since the judgement whether the V + R construction 

is a word or a phrase depends on the principle in (3.37), 

the accuracy of the principle is crucial for the 

acceptability of Huang's argument. However, even in 

phrases, counterexamples to the principle can be found. 

According to the principle, the resultative complement 

after de must refer to the subject of the main clause in a 

non-ba sentence. Nevertheless, examine the following 

sentences: 
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(3.39) a. Ta xi yi-fu xi de hen gan-jing. 

he wash clothes wash de very clean 

'He washed the clothes until they were clean.' 

b. Ta zuo fan zuo de hen hao-shi. 

he cook food cook de very tasty 

'He cooks well.' 

In both (3.39a) and (3.39b), the resultative clause after 

de refers to the Object instead of the Subject; these 

examples do not conform to the principle. Since the 

principle for phrases itself cannot be upheld, Huang's 

conclusion which is based on this principle--that V + R 

combinations are phrases if R refers to the subject of the 

sentence, and that V + R combinations are compounds if R 

refers to the object of the sentence--is not convincing. 

And, therefore calling all V + R combinations idiom phrases 

which are listed in the lexicon (70) is not an adequate 

solution to the syntactic problem of analyzing this 

con.struction. 

Categorial analysis, which is not concerned about 

whether an expression belongs to the word or phrase level, 

provides a better alternative. In the above analysis, the 

resultative expression which is a functor is right wrapped 

into its argument (See Rule 2). The output of this rule is 

an intransitive verb phrase IV (See p. 88 ) in the 

following cases: 



( 3 • 40) a. chi ni (Ie) rou 

eat tire Asp. meat 

'eat(ate) enough of meat' 

b. shuo wan (Ie) hua 

speak finish Asp. word 

'finish(ed) speaking. 
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The -VG which is a part of IV separates from the V + R 

construction only in the following situations. First, when 

the V + R + -VG pattern is used in a sentence with a topic

comment structure in which -VG is the topic, V and Rare 

separated from -VG' For example: 

(3.41) Rou, wo chi ni Ie. 

meat I eat tire Asp. 

'I am tired of eating meat.' 

Second, in a question-answer pattern, when ""VG appears in 

the question, then V + R is also used without -VG' For 

example: 

(3. 42) a. Ni xi-huan chi rou rna? 

you like eat. meat Q 

'Do you like to eat meat?' 

b. Bu xi-huanG Yi-jing chi-ni Ie. 

not like already eat-tire Asp. 

'No, I don't. I have had enough of it.' 
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Third, when the category -VG' which can combine with the 

functor IV/-VG' is not very productive, it is still 

understood; for example, the functor shui can only combine 

with jiao, and so -VG, even though it is not specified, is 

understood. Note the following: 

(3.43) a. Ta shui zhao Ie. 

he sleep succeed Asp. 

'He fell asleep.' 

b. Ta shui zhao jiao Ie. (shui-jiao: sleep) 

he sleep succeed ? Asp. 

'He fell asleep.' 

But, if a IV/-VG functor can be followed by many possible 

-V's, the V + R combination cannot be understood. For 

example: 

(3.44) *Wo 

I 

chi 

eat 

ni Ie. 

enough Asp. 

'I have had enough of ? (something)' 

Neither the examples with the construction V + R + 

(-VG) nor those with the construction V + R can confirm 

that V + R is a syntactic unit. Furthermore, there is no 

way to determine clearly whether the isolated V + R is a 

phrase or a compound word. In Chinese, there are many such 

indeterminacies pertaining to levels which do not seem to 

affect syntactic operations. Whether some cases of V + -VG 
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combinations are words or phrases is also impossible to 

determine; however, this indeterminacy does not affect the 

interpretation of syntactic operations. One of the 

advantages, then, of using categorial grammar is that it 

can analyze the syntactic operations even in such difficult 

cases of indeterminacy. 

As explained in Chapter 2, the classificatory 

inaccuracy of Chao's v-o designation, which is followed by 

other Chinese linguists, has hindered the accuracy of the 

analysis of syntactic variations in Chinese. Analyzing 

compounds as phrases, as Huang has done, does not provide 

an adequate explanation for the identical syntactic 

variations occurring in Chinese compound words and verb 

phrases, either. In an attempt to explain the phenomenon 

of compound and phrase separablility, the analysis proposed 

here in Chapter 3 is based on the identification of the 

category of the argument -VG and the category of the 

functor IV/-VG with which it combines. All the 

expressions--morphemes and words--which belong to the -VG 

category form a natural class sharing the syntactic feature 

[-VG]. Between the two categories IV/-VG and -VG, other 

categories like -V-Gr IV/(-V_G)//IV/~-V_G) and 

IV[+asp.]/IV[+asp.] can occur. The syntactic relations 

existing between these categories are analyzed with three 

rules using the categorial operations of concatenation, 



cliticization and wrapping. Since both compounds and 

phrases whose components belong to the categories 
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IV/-VG' -VG can have separable components, not only can 

compounds which are separable be accurately distinguished; 

non-separable compounds which apparently have a 

construction identical to that of separable ones can also 

be satisfactorily explained. 

Since this analysis depends upon categories, rather 

than levels, deciding whether an expression is a word or a 

phrase is irrelevant to providing accurate syntactic 

explanations. In fact, such levels being blurred in some 

cases, only an approach which does not depend upon levels 

seems feasible. Besides providing a logical method of 

relating identical syntactic structures in words and 

phrases and being able to deal with indeterminate cases, 

such a categorial analysis can relate syntax and semantics. 

Syntactic operations simultaneously demonstrate semantic 

relations. Because every syntactic rule is accompanied by 

a semantic translation, non-existent words and meaningless 

phrases which do not have a semantic translation are 

naturally filtered out, so that the rules proposed here 

only generate existent words and meaningful phrases. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE RELATION OF THEMATIC ROLES TO 
COMPOUND IONIZATION AND IDIOM PHRASE SEPARATION 

Although Chinese has been considered an SVO 

language (Huang 1982: 26), when a sentence contains a 

v + -VG predicate structure, three variations in the word 

order of sentences occur. In addition to following the 

predicate, the syntactic object -V_Gappears between the 

components V and -VG of the predicate or preverbally in a 

prepositional phrase. These variants in word order can be 

characterized by reference to the thematic roles of the -V.G 

and -VG and an analysis of their hierarchical relationship 

to each other within a categorial framework. Besides the 

adoption of categorial operations, the thematic role 

concepts and theories used in investigating this variance 

include Jackendoff's hierarchy condition for thematic roles 

(1972), Anderson's (1977) further clarification of 

Jackendoff's (1972, 1976) grammatical and thematic 

associations, Bresnanis lexical functional grammar (1982), 

and Selkirk's application of Br.esnan's grammar to compound 

words (1982). The analysis in this chapter will 

demonstrate how the functions between some categories are 
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related to the thematic hierarchical relation of the two 

-v elements in a sentence. As in the previous chapter, 

concatenation, cliticization, and right wrap will be the 

operations applied to combine categories; rules using these 

operations will explain the three significant word order 

variations in Chinese. 

Thematic Roles 

Linguists have traditionally used the terms Subject 

and Object to indicate the grammatical functions of nouns 

in sentences. Modern syntacticians have accepted these 

concepts in their analyses. However, based on the fact 

that grammatical functions fail to show the semantic roles 

of noun phrases, Gruber (1965), Fillmore (1968), and Chafe 

(1970) have tried to use the concept of semantic roles to 

show how noun phrases in different syntactic positions are 

related to one another. Without providing objective 

criteria for determining semantic roles, Fillmore and 

Chafe's theories occasionally fail to provide the criteria 

for identifying the semantic roles of some nouns. In 

addition, it seems that the list of semantic roles could be 

endless. Gruber's theory is more useful than the other 

theories because he bases semantic (thematic) roles on the 

semantic primitives CAUSE and CHANGE. By using these 
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primitives, the semantic roles of nouns can be objectively 

and systematically determined, and semantic roles can be 

collapsed to limited numbers. The effectiveness of 

Gruber's theory has been demonstrated by Jackendoff (1972), 

who claims that the thematic role Theme, which is defined 

according to the thematic primitive CHANGE, exists in every 

sentence. After the thematic roles of noun phrases are 

defined, the roles can be further arranged into a 

hierarchy. In particular, the thematic hierarchy condition 

(THC) of Jackendoff (43) explains why some sentences in 

English do not have passive counterparts. In Chinese, the 

thematic hierarchy condition provides a way of a~counting 

for the various syntactic positions of the object of a verb 

which contains a -v. 

According to Jackendoff, every sentence has a 

Theme. The Theme refers either to things whose location is 

specified or things which undergo a certain kind of change. 

In the following examples, the noun phrases are Themes 

since in (A) the location of the noun phrase is specified 

and in (B) the noun phrase undergoes a certain kind of 

change. For example: 

(4.1) a. Shu zai 

book at 

zhuo-shang. 

desk-on 

'The book is on the desk.' 



b. Men kai 1e. 

door open ASP 

'The door has been opened.' 
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In (4.1.a), the 'book' is the theme of the sentence since 

its location is specified. In (4.1.b), the 'door' is the 

theme since it undergoes a change from 'not open' to 

'open' . 

Besides the physical location as in (4.1.a), 

abstract location also identifies the Theme of a sentence. 

Adjectives can be used to specify the abstract location of 

a Theme (Jackendoff:31). Note the following Chinese 

examples: 

(4.2) Zhangsan 

John 

hen gao-xing. 

very happy 

'John is very happy.' 

The adjective gao-xing 'happy' works like an abstract 

location to specify 'where' John is. Since hen gao-xing 

'very happy' is the predicate, not the NP, of the sentence, 

it does not itself have any thematic role. Therefore, 

'being happy' cannot be a property located in 'John'; 

Zhangsan is the Theme of the sentence. 

The semantic primitive CHANGE not only covers cases 

showing physical change. Besides the 10cationa1 physical 

change observed in (4.1.b), there are also possessiona1 and 
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abstract changes (Jackendoff:39). Note the following: 

(4.3) a. Wo-de shu bu-jian leo 

my book not-appear Asp. 

'My book cannot be found.' 

b. Zhangsan bian de da-dang Ie. 

John become de brave Asp. 

'John has become brave now.' 

CHANGE can also be specified according to source and goal. 

That is, source specifies the initial position (or state) 

of the Theme which undergoes CHANGE and goal specifies the 

final position (or state) of the Theme. For example: 

(4.4) a. Shu cong zhuoshang diao dao di-shang Ie. 

book from desk-on fall to floor-on Asp. 

'The book fell from the desk to the floor.' 

b. Zhangsan cong xiao-hai zhang-cheng da-ren Ie. 

John from child grow-become adult Asp. 

'John has grown from a child into an adult.' 

The previous examples demonstrate that Jackendoff's 

theory of defining Theme by CHANGE can apply to Chinese 

sentences. Likewise, the other primitive CAUSE, which 

takes two arguments--an individual and an event--are also 

found in Chinese. The individual, termed Agent by 

Jackendoff, causes the change of state~ the argument whose 

value undergoes the change of state is Theme (39). 
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(4.5) a. Zhang san kai Ie men Ie. 

John open Asp. door so-far 

'John has opened the door. , 

b. Zhangsan da-si Ie yi-zhi lao-shu. 

John hit-die Asp. one mouse 

'John killed a mouse.' 

In the preceding examples, men 'door' in (4.5 a) and lao

shu 'mouse' in (4.5 b) have the thematic role Theme since 

they undergo a certain kind of CHANGE. Zhangsan in both 

(4.5 a and b) is the Agent since he causes the event of a 

door being opened in (4.5.a) and a mouse being killed in 

(4.5.b). But the thematic role Agent as the argument of 

Cause will be replaced by another term in this 

dissertation. As explained by Jackendoff, Gruber's 

analysis requires that "volition" or "will" be attributed 

to the Agent of a sentence (1972: 32). Furthermore, "Agent 

is the argument of CAUSE" 139). The argument of CAUSE, 

however, must be broader to include nonvolitional NP's as 

well as volitional ones since cases of non-volitional 

argument of CAUSE also exist. In fact, it is questionable 

whether volition should be applied to distinguish thematic 

roles since it is often difficult to decide whether an 

argument of CAUSE is volitional or not. For example: 



( 4.6) a. Zhangsan 

John 

da-puo Ie 

break Asp. 

chuang-hu. 

window 

'John broke the window.' 

b. Zhangsan zheng-kai Ie yan-jing. 

John open Asp. eye 

'John opened his eyes.' 
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For sentences like that of (4.6,a), there are at least two 

interpretations: 'John broke the window with will or 

volition,' or that 'it was an accident that John broke the 

window'. For sentences like that of (4.6.b), it is hard to 

decid~ whether John opened his eyes with volition or not as 

he woke up in the morning. Therefore, so as to avoid the 

restriction on Agent that the argument of CAUSE must have 

volition, the word Causer, which overlooks the attribute of 

volition, will be used here as the term for the argument of 

CAUSE. Zhangsan in both (4.5.a and b) has the thematic 

role Causer and men in (4.5.a) and lao-shu 'mouse' in 

(4.5.b) are Themes since they undergo a certain kind of 

CHANGE. 

The thematic roles of the arguments in a sentence, 

according to Jackendoff, are determined by the predicate of 

the sentence. He suggests that the verb of a sentence in 

the lexicon should determine both the grammatical and 

semantic relations of its arguments: "the lexical entry of 
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a verb must correlate grammatical and thematic relations." 

(37) In accordance with this idea, the verb in the lexicon 

is accompanied by certain numbers of arguments with 

specified semantic relations (38). 

The Variable Positions of the Syntactic Object 

in Relation to Thematic Roles 

Anderson (1977) suggests that the lexical form of 

predicates contains arguments and certain rules (Theme-Rule 

and Agent-Rule) to relate their grammatical functions and 

thematic roles (1977: 368). Further, Bresnan develops the 

idea of having both the grammatical functions and semantic 

roles of the predicate's arguments specified in the lexicon 

in her lexical functional grammar (LFG) (1982:26). Both 

linguists claim that the arguments in a sentence conform to 

the lexical form of the predicate of the sentence. In 

applying the principles of LFG to compounds, Selkirk 

attempts to discover rules for assigning thematic roles and 

grammatical functions to the arguments in N-V compounds and 

offers a rule to account for the regularity of the 

appearance of the argument N in English N-V compounds. In 

this section, it will be shown that in Chinese V + -VG 

compounds, Selkirk's application of LFG to account for the 

grammatical function of the N component of N-V compounds 
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can also be applied to the Chinese [-V G] morpheme. In 

addition, the variation of the word order in Chinese can be 

accounted for by examining the thematic role of the [-VG] in 

the compound and that of the syntactic object -V~. 

The Lexical Form of Predicates in Sentences and Compounds 

In the LFG, Bresnan claims that besides the certain 

number of arguments with their semantic roles having to be 

specified in the lexical form of the verb, a concept 

originating with Jackendoff, the grammatical functions of 

the arguments must also be specified. Using sentence 

(4.5.a) Zhangsan kai le men le as an example, the predicate 

kai 'open' in the lexicon would already be accompanied by 

two arguments. One argument has the grammatical function 

Subject and the thematic role Causer. The other argument 

has the grammatical function Object and the thematic role 

The~~. The lexical form of the predicate kai 'open' can be 

illustrated as follows: 

(4.7) kai: 

G: Subject Object 

T: Causer Theme 

The two blanks represent the two arguments of the verb kai. 

One argument which has the thematic role (T) Causer (or 

Agent if Jackendoff's term is used) has the grammatical 
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function (G) Subject; the other argument which has the 

thematic role Theme has the grammatical function Object. 

(Anderson's (1977) Agent-rule and Theme-rule can also get 

the same result.) Of course, the order of the arguments in 

the lexicon is not relevant. The following specification 

for the grammatical function and the semantic roles of the 

predicate kai 'open' is identical to that of (4.7): 

(4.8) kai: 

G: Object Subject 

T: Theme Causer 

The arguments in a sentence conform to those in the lexical 

form of the predicate. In a configurational language like 

Chinese, word order shows the grammatical functions of the 

arguments. The subject being preverbal and the object 

being postverbal is a common word order pattern in Chinese. 

Therefore, in (4.5.a), Zhangsan 'John' is the Subject and 

has the thematic role Causer. Men 'door' in the same 

example is the Object and has the thematic role Theme. 

In applying the LFG to English compounds, Selkirk 

finds that only one argument in the lexical form of the 

predicate appears in an N-V compound; furthermore, the 

grammatical function of this argument remains consistent. 

She offers a rule to account for this regularity which 

reads as follows: "The subject argument of a lexical item 
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may not be satisfied in compound structure" (1982:34). As 

discussed in Chapter 2, by using the grammatical role 

Object and the thematic roles accompanying the arguments 

for verbs of different inflections, we can predict the 

meaning of a compound. By means of this rule, Selkirk not 

only predicts the meaning of the N-V compound, she also 

negates the theory that compounds are transformed from 

phrases. 

Although Selkirk's rule for English N-V compo~nds 

does not apply to Chinese V + -V compounds, a rule which is 

based upon grammatical functions can also be devised for 

the Chinese V + -V construction, and this rule will apply 

to phrases as well as to compounds. As demonstrated in 

Chapter 3, in Chinese the grammatical function of the 

argument in a V + -V construction ranges from Subject and 

Object to Oblique Object. While for English Selkirk has 

observed that the grammatical Subject does not occur with 

the verb in an N-V compound, in Chinese the Subject does 

occur when the verb is intransitive and when the verb in 

the construction denotes a new occurrence. (See the 

contrastive expressions in Chapter 2, p. 28-29). The rule 

predicting a limit to this range is as follows: 
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(4.9) The subject argument of a lexical item is 

satisfied in the V + -VG compound structure 

only when the verb is intransitive and 

expresses new occurrence. 

Following this rule, we can predict that the -VG in the 

following V + -VG compounds does not have the grammatical 

function Subject since the V does not have the content of 

'new occurrence'. After the subject argument is 

eliminated, the semantic role of the chosen argument is 

obvious. For example: 

(4.10) a. ge-zhi 

'take-away job: fire' 

(zhi: G: Object; T: Theme) 

b. zou-lu 

'walk road: walk' 

(lu: G: Oblique Object; T: Location) 

c. kai-dao 

'open knife: operate' 

(dao: G: Oblique Object; T: Instrument) 

For intransitive verbs like sheng 'occur', fa 'occur' and 

kai 'open' which express an idea of 'new occurrence', the 

accompanying argument has the grammatical function of 

Subject. Also, the thematic role is certainly Theme since 

the predicate in the compound has only one argument in the 



lexical form. For example: 

(4.11) a. sheng-qi 

'occur anger: get angry' 

(qi: G: Subject; T: Theme) 

b. fa-ya 

'occur sprout: sprout' 

(ya: G: Subject; T: Theme) 

c. kai-hua 

'open flower: bloom' 

(hua~ G: Subject; T: Theme) 
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Directional verbs which express the idea of 'new 

occurrence' belong to the same type as the verbs in (4.11). 

For example: 

(4.12) a. xia-yu 

'down rain: rain' 

(yu: G: Subject; T: Theme) 

b. shang-shui 

'up flood: flood' 

(shui: G: Subject; T: Theme) 

Therefore, rule (4.9) can explain the semantic and 

grammatical roles of nouns in V + -VG compounds in Chinese 

even though there are so many varieties of this 

combination. 
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Variable SyntactiG Positions for Sentence Objects 

After accepting the view that no matter whether the 

verb is a morpheme in a compound or a word in a sentence 

and that both semantic roles and grammatical functions 

exist in the lexical form of the verb, we can find that in 

a sentence containing a V + -VG predicate, there are two 

lexical forms of the predicates. One is the lexical form 

of the verb in compounds in which only one argument is 

chosen according to Rule (4.9); the other is the lexical 

form of the predicate of the sentence. The two lexical 

forms and their occurrence in sentences are illustrated as 

follows: 

(4.13) A. chu-ban 

'out edition: publish' 

a. ban: (G: Subject; T: Theme) 

b. chu-ban: (Subject, Object) 

Causer Theme 

BG Ta gang chu-ban Ie yi-ben shu. 

he just publish Asp. one book 

'He just published a book.' 



(4.14) A. ge-zhi 

'take-away job' 

a. zhi: (G: Object; T: Theme) 

b. ge-zhi: (Subject, Object) 

Causer Theme 

B. Wo yao ge ta zi . 

I want take-away him job 

'I want to fire him.' 

(4.15) A. jiao-shui 

'shower water: water' 
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a. shui: (G: Oblique Object; T: Instrument) 

b. jiao-shui: (Subject, Object) 

Causer Theme 

B. Wo mei-tian gei 

I everyday for 

hua jiao-shui. 

flower shower-water 

'I water flowers everyday.' 

(4.16) A. xia-shui 

down water: soak 

a. shui: (G:Oblique Object; T:Goal-Location) 

b. xia-shui: (Subject, Object) 

Causer Theme 

B. Wo ba yi-fu xia Ie shui Ie. 

I ba clothes down Asp. water Asp. 

'I have already soaked the clothes.' 
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All the V + -v compounds in the sentences of (4.~3.a), 

(4.l4.a), (4.1S.a) and (4.l6.a) have one argument which is 

chosen from the lexical form of the V to accompany the V in 

the compound. In each of these sentences, the V + -V 

compound as a whole further acts as the predicate of the 

sentence, and the arguments in the lexical form of the 

sentence predicate become the Subject and Object of the 

sentence. However, the syntactic position of the Object 

may have several varieties. In (4.13), the compound's 

object argument follows the V + -V compound verb. In 

(4.14), the compound's object argument goes between the V + 

-V compound verb. In (4.l5) and (4.16), the compound's 

object argument precedes the V + -V compound in 

prepositional phrases with different prepositions. Two of 

these three different syntactic varieties can also be found 

in sentences containing V + -V idiom phrases as predicates 

of sentences. For example: 

(4.17) A. che hou-tui 

pull hind-leg: interfere 

a. hou-tui: (G: Object; T: Theme) 

b. che hou-tuei: (Subject, Object) 

Causer Theme 



B. Bie che ta (de) 

don't pull him de 

'Don't hinder him.' 

(4.18) A. dai gao-mao 

hou-tui. 

hind-leg 

put-on high-hat: flatter 

a. gao-mao: (G: Object; T:Instrument) 

b. dai gao-mao: (Subject, Object) 

Causer Theme 
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B. Ta zui xi-huan gei ni dai gao-mao. -" 

he most like for you put-on high~hat 

! He likes to flatter you the most.·, 

Two of the three different syntactic positions for the 

object of the sentence are demonstrated in (4.17) and 

(4.18). The third pattern is the one which has postv~bal 

object structure. 

The Determination of the SyntQctic Object's Position 

As shown above when a sentence contains a V + -v 

compound or idiom phrase as a verb, there are three 

possible syntactic positions for the syntactic object. ~n 

order to account for the various syntactic positions, three 

factors must be considered: first, the syntactic category 

of the V + -V; second, the grammatical function and 

thematic role in the lexical form of both the predicates, 
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one being the predicate of the compound and the other the ~t 

predicate of the sentence; and third, the hierarchy of the 1_ 

thematic roles of the -v in the compound word and in the 

sentence. When all these factors are taken into 

consideration, rules can be found to describe the word 

order variations of sentences. , 

In both (4.14) and (4.17), the -v in V + -v J. 

functions as an Object and has the thematic role Theme. r~, 

Zhi I job I in ge·-zhi I fire I and hou-tui I hind leg I in che J-:;' 

hou-tui function as grammatical Objects as rule (4.9) .a ':-

predicts. Both zhi and hou-tui have the semantic role l 1e 

Theme since they undergo a change because of the ~ f, 

performance of the Verb. The thematic role of the , ~7 

syntactic objects in (4.14) and (4.17) is Theme as the )s ~ 

lexical forms of the verbs show. 

While the -v in the V + -v construction in (4.14) 

and (4.17) has the thematic role Theme, in (4.15) and 

(4.18) the -v has the thematic role Instrument and in 

(4.16) it has the role of Goal. Goal shows the final 

location of the changed object and can be easily 

distinguished, but the thematic role Instrument is easily 

confused with Theme. This is because, although Theme is 

defined by CHANGE, in the physical performance of an 

action, Instrument may also undergo locational change. If 

CHANGE of situation were not distinguished from CHANGE 

it 

~ a 

:.:..c c 

! ar. 

red~ 
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referred to by verbs, Instrument would be mistakenly 

labelled Theme. For example, when one opens a door with a 

key, not only does the door undergo a change from 'closed' 

to 'open'; the key undergoes a change of location, as well. 

That is, in order to open a door, one has to take the key 

out of a pocket or purse and then insert it into the lock. 

However, in the sentence, He opened the door with ~ key, 

only the door is a Theme; key is an Instrument. In order 

to solve this problem, Anderson (1977) has suggested that 

we find the Theme of the sentence by concentrating on the 

change referred to by the verb. This Theme is to be called 

the "real topic" of the sentence. That is, even though key 

in the preceding example undergoes a locational change 

during the physical performance of the action, only the 

argument door can be the Theme of the verb open since the 

door's changed state is referred to by this verb. 

With the recognition that Theme is defined by 

CHANGE referred to by the verb, the thematic role of 

Instrument in (4.15) and (4.18) can be clearly determined. 

In (4.15), the noun shui 'water' gets the semantic role 

Instrument since 'water' is used to make something else 

change its state from 'dry' to 'wet', an action referred to 

by the verb jiao 'shower'. The NP in (4.18) is also an 

Instrument for the same reason: 'the high hat' is used to 
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change the appearance of the 'face' referred to by the verb 

'put on'. The thematic role of the syntactic object is 

still Theme according to the lexical form of the V + -V 

predicate in (4.15), (4.16) and (4.18). Nevertheless, 

because the -V's in the V + -V construction of these 

predicates have different semantic roles from those in 

(4.14) and (4.17), the syntactic object occurs in a 

different position: it comes betwe&n the V + -V components 

of the predicate in (4.14) and (4.17) but precedes the V + 

-v construction in (4.15), (4.16) and (4.18). Furthermore, 

the preposition for the syntactic object in (4.16) is 

different from those in (4.15) and (4.l8). 

So far only the Object or the Oblique Object 

grammatical function of the -V in a V + -v compound has 

been discussed. But in Chinese there are many varieties of 

the V + -v compound. The -V in a V + -V verbal compound 

can also have the grammatical function Subject if the verb 

expresses 'new occurrence' (Rule 4.9). The thematic role 

of the argument must be Theme since it refers to something 

new coming from non-existence into existence. For example: 

(4.19) a. sheng-qi 

'occur anger: get angry' 

qi: (G: Subject; T: Theme) 
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Such a V + -VG compound or idiom phrase which is 

the predicate of a sentence has a lexical form composed of 

arguments corresponding to those in the sentence. The 

assignment of the thematic roles to the arguments of the 

predicate sheng-qi 'get angry' is different from those in 

examples (4.14) through (4.18). It is as follows: 

(4.20). sheng-qi: (G: Subject, Object) 

(T: Theme, Causer) 

The Subject argument of sheng-gi gets the thematic role 

Theme while the Object argument gets the thematic role 

Causer. The assignment of the thematic roles is as 

follows: when ~ is angry at~, the subject ~ has, the 

thematic role Theme since A is in the state of anger. The 

object B is the causer of the event. The syntactic object 

of sheng-gi 'get-angry' can be found between the two 

components of the V + -VGcompound. For example: 

(4.21). Wo zai sheng(v) ta (0) qi(s). 

I am occur him anger 

'I am angry at him.' 

In Chinese, there are more examples in which a syntactic 

object with the thematic role Causer occurs between the 

components of the V + -VG construction. In these cases, 

the -VG has various thematic roles. Note the following: 
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{4.22)a. ma=Instrument (ai-rna 'suffer-scold: be scolded') 

Ta ai guo baba rna 

he suffer Asp. papa scold 

'He has been scolded by papa.' 

b. kui=Theme (chi-kui 'eat-loss: suffer loss') 

Ni chi 

you eat 

guo 

Asp. 

ta 

him 

kui. 

loss 

'You suffered a loss at his hands.' 

c. dang=Instrument (shang-dang 'up trap: be cheated') 

Wo shang guo ta liang-ci dang. 

I up Asp. him twice trap 

'I was cheated by him twice.' 

After the thematic roles of the noun in the V + -VG 

compound and the postverbal noun phrase are clarified, the 

different syntactic positions of the syntactic objects can 

be accounted for by means of Jackendoff's thematic 

hierarchy condition (THC). The THC order is as follows: 

( 4 . 23) a. Agent 

b. Location, Source, Goal 

c. Theme 

The thematic roles are arranged into a hierarchy determined 

by consideration of the Thematic primitives CAUSE and 

CHANGE. While Agent is the CAUSE of CHANGE, Location, 

Source and Goal are the possible paths of CHANGE, and Theme 

represents the object which changes state. 
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Nevertheless, this hierarchy is not exhaustive: 

first, as discussed above, the term Agent is inadequate for 

Chinese because it does not include nonvolitional arguments 

for Cause; second, the thematic role Instrument is missing. 

Although he did not include it in the hierarchical 

ordering, Jackendoff explains that: "Perhaps instrumental 

phrases are incorporated as modifications of CAUSE" 

(1972:39). Since Instrument is one of the semantic roles 

needed in order to give a full account of the syntactic 

object's position in sentences containing V + -V compounds 

and phrases, this thematic role should be included in the 

hierarchy. It appears on the first level because it is a 

modification of CAUSE. In order to apply the THC to 

Chinese, it will be convenient, therefore, to enlarge the 

hierarchy as follows: 

(4.24) A. Causer, Instrument 

B. Location, Source, Goal 

C. Theme 

The Thematic Hierarchy of (4.24) can provide the 

basis for a rule which will explain the two different 

syntactic positions for the syntactic object of a V + -V 

compound or idiom phrase. This rule reads as follows: 
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(4.25) When the thematic role of the -v in the 

V + -v construction is not higher than 

that of the syntactic object, the object 

occurs between the two components of the 

construction; otherwise, the syntactic 

object is preverbal and preceded by a 

preposition. 

These two positions for the syntactic object in V + -v 

constructions are illustrated in the examples below: 

(4.26) A. V + object +-v 

a. ge ta (de) zhi 

'take-away him job: fire him' 

(Theme) (Theme) 

b. che ta (de) hou~tuei 

'pull him 

(Theme) 

hind-legs: interfere with him' 

(Theme) 

c. chu ta (de) yang-xiang 

d. 

'out her 

(Theme) 

sheng ta 

foreign-face: make fun of her' 

(Theme) 

(de) qi 

'occur him anger: be mad at him' 

(Causer) (Theme) 
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e. chi ta (de) kuei 

'eat him 10ss:suffer the loss at his hands' 

(Causer) (Theme) 

f. shang ta (de) dang 

'up him trap: be cheated by him' 

(Causer) (Instrument) 

B. P + object + V + N 

a. gei hua jiao shui 

Ifor flower sprinkle water: water flowers' 

(Theme) (Instrument) 

b. gei ta kai dao 

'for him open knife: operate on him' 

(Theme) (Instrument) 

c. gei ta da zhen 

'for her hit needle: give her a shot' 

(Theme) (Instrument) 

d. gei ta dai gao-mao 

'for him put-on high hat: flatter him' 

(Theme) (Instrument) 

e. gei ta chuan xiao-xie 

'for him wear small shoes: torture him' 

(Theme) (Instrument) 
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f. ba· xi-fu xia shui 

'ba clothes down water: soak clothes' 

(Theme) (Goal) 

g. ba xiao-xi deng bao 

'ba news publish newspaper: put news in a 

(Theme) (Goal) newspaper' 

h. ba qie-an bao jing 

'ba burglary report police: report the 

(Theme) (Goal) burglary to the 

police' 

Just as rule (4.25) predicts, when the thematic role of the 

noun in the compound or the idic~ phrase is not higher than 

that of the syntactic object, the syntactic position for 

the syntactic object is between the ~ and -v of the 

compound or the idiom phrase. Otherwise, the syntactic 

object is preverbal in a prepositional phrase. 

Even though with the extension of Rule (4.25) 

Jackendoff's THe can help us understand why there are two 

variations in the syntactic positions of a V + -v object, 

there is still one type of V + -v compound for which the 

position of the object cannot be explained. Note the 

following examples: 
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(4.27) A. V -V 

Ii fa 

cut hair: cut hair 

a. fa: (G: Object; T: Theme) 

b. Ii-fa: (Subject; Object) 

Agent Theme 

B. *Wo Ii ta (de) fa. 

I cut him de hair 

C. Wo gei ta Ii-fa. 

I for him cut-hair 

, I barber him. ' 

Although the thematic role (Theme) of the -V in the 

compound is not higher than the thematic role (Theme) of 

the syntactic object, the syntactic object ta 'him' cannot 

occur between the components y and -V. Therefore, rule 

(4.25) cannot predict the syntactic order of the compound 

Ii-fa 'cut-hair' and its object. 

In order for the problem caused by the compound in 

(4.27) to be resolved, it seems that Rule (4.25) needs to 

be refined. If the thematic role Theme is examined more 

carefully, it can be found that Theme covers a wide range 

of CHANGE. When one takes things away or destroys 

something, one causes a change to the object; when one adds 

things or benefits an object, one also causes a change to 
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it. Therefore, there are at least two main kinds of 

CHANGE: one is positive, bringing beneficiary CHANGE; the 

other is negative, bringing harmful CHANGE. Examination of 

the Themes in (4.26A), one in the compound word and the 

other in the verb phrase, shows that the Themes in the two 

nouns in ~ ta zhi 'take-away him job: fire him' both 

undergo negacive CHANGE. This is also true for the Themes 
, 

in che ta hou-tui 'pull him hind-legs: hinder him'. When 

the Themes of the two nouns in such a phrase are both 

positive in CHANGE, Rule (4.25) is still observed. For 

example: 

(4.28) a. V N 

qing ke 

'invite guest: invite' 

aU" qing ta ke 

'invite him guest: invite him' 

(Theme) (Theme) 

b. V N 

bang mang 

'help being-busy: help' 

b l
• bang ta mang 

'help him being-busy: help him' 

(Theme) (Theme) 
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On the other hand, example (4.27) shows that fa 'hair' in 

li-fa 'cut hair' is a Theme which undergoes a negative 

CHANGE since 'hair' is taken away. However, the Theme ta 

'him' undergoes a positive CHANGE since the purpose for 

'cutting hair' is to make someone look neater rather than 

to hurt or punish someone. Therefore, in order for the 

syntactic object to occur between the components of the 

V + -VG compound, the first part of Rule (4.25) should be 

refined as follows: 

(4.29) A. The thematic role of the -VG in the V + -VG 

construction is not higher than that of the 

syntactic object with the category -V_G. 

B. And, if both -V's have identical thematic 

roles, they must together undergo either a 

positive or a negative CHANGE. 

The conditions of Rule (4.29) are also met by the idiom 

phrase gua hu-zi 'shave mustache: insult' which has the 

same construction as li-fa but is used metaphorically with 

a negative connotation. While thG object of li-fa cannot 

appear between li and fa as (4.27) shows, the object of gua 

hu-zi 'shave mustache: insult' can appear between gua and 

hu-zi , so the idiom follows Rule (4.29) as shown here: 

(4.30) a. gua hu-zi 

'shave mustache: scold; insult' 
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b. Lao-ban yao gua ta hu-zi. 

boss want shave him mustache 

'The boss will scold him.' 

Rule (4.29) can account for all the syntactic positions of 

the syntactic object occurring in a V + -VG compound (or a 

VP idiom phrase), or preceding the V + -VG combination. 

The variations of the syntactic object position, in fact, 

are the result of different syntactic operations between 

the functors and their argu~ents. 

The three different syntactic positions for the 

object of the predicate which has a V + -VG construction 

can be demonstrated again as follows: 

(4.31) A. postverba1 -VG: (chu ban 'out edition: publish') 

Ta chu-ban 1e yi ben shu. 

he publish Asp. one C. book 

'He published a book.' 

B. -V_G occurs between V and -VG: 

(che hou-tui 'pull hind leg: hinder') 

Ni che 1e ta san ci hou-tui. 

you pull Asp. him three times hind legs 

'You hindered him three times.' 



c. -V_G is preverbal in PP 

a. (jiao shui 'sprinkle water: water') 

Ta gei hua jiao Ie liang ci shu!. 
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he for flower sprinkle Asp. two times water 

'He water flowers twice.' 

b. (xia-shui 'down water: soak in the water') 

Wo ba yi-fu xia Ie liang ci shui. 

I ba clothes down Asp. two times water 

'I soaked the clothes in the water twice.' 

The variant positions of the syntactic objects can be 

accounted for by the different categories of the V in the 

predicate. The categories of the V in the V + -VG 

predicates in (4.31 A B and C) are as follows: 

(4.32) a. IV/-VG/-VG(ban): chu 

b. IV/-VG: 
-V-G 

c. PP\IV/-VG : 

'out' 

che 

'pull' 

jiao 

'sprinkle' 

(The category of the functor V is that of b 

when the thematic role of -VG ~ -V_G and they 

are thematically parallel; otherwise, the 

functor's category is that of c.) 
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As introduced in Chapte~ 3 (p.88), Rule 1 c1iticizes the 

lexical word chu-ban into one unit which.be1ongs to the 

category IV/-VG• Therefore, in (4.31 A), the -VG yi-ben

shu 'one book' which is of the category -VG follows the 

functor IV/-VG by the concatenation operation in Rule 1. 

In (4.31 B) and (4.31 C. a and b), the functor in the IV 

has two arguments: one is a specific name and the other is 

a general name. Rules 1 and 2 are also required to 

generate phrases containing these kinds of functors. 

(4.33) a. If IX f. IV / -V -c and /! 6 -V -G , 

then ~ combines with ~ by right c1iticization 

(Rule 1). For example: che ta 

pull him 

b. If 01 ~ IV/-VGand IS c -VG' 

then 01. combines with (S by right concatenation 

(Rule 1). For example: che ta (de) hou-tui 

pull him hind-legs: 

'hinder him' 

(When the -VG and -V-G are not double objects, 

the optional 'de' can be 1eft-c1iticized to -VG 

by Rule 1. Therefore, the following phrase is also 

possible: che ta de hou tui 

pull him de hind legs: hinder him) 



Application of Rule 2 produces the following phrases: 

(4.34) che le ta hou tui 
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'pull Asp him hind legs: hindered him' 

Application of Rule 3 gets the following phrases expressing 

time frequency or time duration: 

(4.35) che le ta liang-ci hou tui 

'pull Asp. him twice hind legs:hindered him twice' 

When the functor has the category PP\IV/-VG,first, the 

variations of P have to be specified. They are: 

(4.36) When -VG is goal, P is ba; otherwise, P is gei. 

Rules 1 through 3 can also generate the following 

phrases containing the functor PP\IV/-VG: 

(4.37) a. If rX is 'P and (3 is -V_G ' 

then left cliticize o! and /3 E; PP (Rule 1). 

For example: i. gei hua 

'for flower' 

ii. ba yi-fu 

'ba clothes' 

b. If tX is PP and (3 is PP'IV/-VG, 

then left cliticize 0( ...... (3 tE IV/-VG (Rule 1). 

For example: i. gei hua jiao 

'for flower sprinkle' 

ii. ba yi-fu xia 

'ba clothes down' 
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c. If ot is IV/-VG and f1 is -VG' 

then right concatenate rJ.. and ~ t; IV (Rule I). 

For example: 

i. gei hua jiao shui 

give flower sprinkle water 

'water the flowers' 

ii. ba yi-fu xia shui 

ba clothes down water 

'soaked the clothes' 

With the application of Rule 2, the following phrases are 

generated: 

(4.38) a. gei hua jiao Ie shui 

for flower sprinkle Asp. water 

'watered the flowers' 

b. ba yi-fu xia Ie shui 

ba clothes down Asp. water 

'soaked the clothes' 

And with the application of Rule 3, the following phrases 

are produced: 

(4.39) a. gei hua jiao Ie liang-ci shui 

for flower sprinkle Asp twice water 

'watered the flowers twice' 



b. ba yi-fu xia Ie san-ci shui 

ba clothes down Asp. three-times water 

'soaked the clothes three times' 

All of the phrases which belong to the category IV above 

can combine with a subject NP to form a sentence, for 

example: 

(4.40) a. Ta chu-ban Ie yi ben shu. 

he publish Asp. one C. book 

'He published a book.' 

b. Ni che Ie ta liang-ci hou tui. 

you pull Asp. him twice hind legs 

'You hindered him twice.' 

c. Wo gei hua jiao Ie liang-ci shui. 

I for flowers sprinkle Asp. twice water 

'I watered the flowers twice.' 

d. Wo ba yi-fu xia Ie san-ci shui: 
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I ba clothes down Asp. three-times water 

'I soaked the clothes three times.' 

The discussion in this chapter has shown that word 

order is related to the hierarchy of the thematic roles of 

the two -Vs in the verb phrases. Thematic roles, which are 

the semantic properties of expressions in the category, are 

also the value that category has in relation to other 

categories. While the feature [CASE] was found by Bach to 
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be a morphosyntactic feature, the semantic roles are also 

features which are at the interface between semantics and 

syntax. The functions between different categories will 

not be arbitrary when features, including the semantic 

roles of arguments, are taken into consideration. 

Languages have been categorized into the syntactic 

types of SVO, SOV, VSO and so on~ In a language like 

Chinese, however, even though the main word order is SVO, 

there are cases when the syntactic objects occur between 

the separable part of predicates or precede the predicates. 

This phenomenon cannot be accounted for if the thematic 

roles of arguments in words and in phrases are overlooked. 

The thematic roles, then, which were originally devised to 

explain the similar semantic contents of nouns in different 

syntactic positions, can be applied to account for word 

order in languages like Chinese. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

Compound separability is a rather unusual language 

phenomenon characteristic to Chinese. First, the 

components in a word, which are usually non-separable in 

other languages, are separable in Chinese. Second, the 

ionization phenomenon in compound words is identical to the 

expansion phenomenon of verb phrases containing a V + NP 

construction. 

The identity of syntactic variations in compound 

words and verb phrases has attracted the attention of 

several Chinese linguists, but they have been unable to 

fully account for these variations in their analyses. Chao 

(1968) first distinguished the expansion phenomenon in 

words and verb phrases, calling it "ionization" when it 

applies to words. His grammar generalizes the structure of 

all separable words and verb phrases as v-o and makes the 

separability of the v-o structure depend on endocentricity. 

However, Chao's distinction of levels is not necessary for 

syntactic description, his v-o designation is an over

generalization both as it applies to verb phrases and to 
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separable compounds, and endocentricity is an inaccurate 

criterion for determining separability. Another linguist 

C. T. Huang (1984) has attempted a unified analysis of the 

identical syntactic operations of verb phrases and one kind 

of compound word by calling this kind of compound an idiom 

phrase. This analysis contains several problems, though: 

it violates the definitions of word as well as phrase; it 

extends Chao's inaccurate v-o generalization for separable 

compounds to idiom phrases making the explanation of 

compound separability needlessly complex; and, moreover, 

the phrase structure condition (PSC) he devises in order to 

unify the syntactic operations in verb phrases and 

compounds cannot be upheld when we examine the patterns 

which cannot be covered by it. It simply does not exist in 

Chinese. Explanations which apply lexical combining rules 

(Thompson 1973; Chi 1985) or other methods of accounting 

for separability conditions (Li 1979; S. F. Huang 1982) are 

also inadequate. 

This dissertation has suggested that compounds and 

phrases which are separable are best explained by means of 

categorial analysis. Separable compounds and phrases 

belong to the categories IV/-VG and -VG the first is a 

functor and the second is an argument. These categories 

are determined by functions existing between the 
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expressions in the two component sets. In the set of the 

category -v G' several kinds of expressions share the 

syntactic feature [-V G] : they are morphemes, words and 

phrases which lack the feature [+V] and which are generic 

names. A -VG argument expression combines with the IV/-V
G 

functor. The category resulting from the combination is 

IV, no matter whether the expression is a compound word or 

a verb phrase. The two elements in IV are separable when 

other categories function with IV and are wrapped into it. 

These include resultative expressions of the category 

IV/(-V_G}[+res.]//IV(-v_G)[-res.], aspect markers of the 

category IV/(-V_G}[+asp.]//IV(-V_C}[-asp.] and e~pressions 

of time duration or time frequency belonging to the 

category IV[+asp.]/IV[+asp.]. 

Some kinds of functors in IV combine with more than 

one argument. To account for the two argument categories 

and the functor categories in these cases, the distinction 

between two kinds of name categories suggested by 

Ajdukiewicz (1935) and the hierarchy of thematic roles 

devised by Jackendoff (1972) are applied. The function 

between the functor IV/-VG and its two arguments -VG and 
-V-G 

-V-G is determined by the hierarchical order of the 

thematic roles of the arguments. When the thematic role of 

the syntactic object is not lower than that of the -VG in 

J. 

/ 
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the predicate of the sentence, the syntactic object is 

interspersed between the components of the predicate which 

may be a compound or a verb phrase. 

The categorial analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 

demonstrates that syntactic variations in Chinese are most 

logically explained in conjunction with morphological and 

semantic observations. Syntactic relations exist between 

cat~gories which are composed of morphemes, words or 

phrases; a morpheme can have the same syntactic association 

with other morphemes or words that words or phrases have 

with other words or phrases. The operations used in the 

rules for syntactic variations in compounds and phrases 

include concatenation, cliticization and wrapping. Since 

they demonstrate logical relationships, these operations 

are semantic, as well as syntactic. Furthermore, semantic 

roles pertain to morphemes, words or phrases, and the 

hierarchy of semantic roles explains the syntactic function 

of these expressions in a phrase or sentence formed by a 

concatenation, cliticization or wrapping operation. 

Finally, in order to have truth value in a sentence, the 

constituents of a sentence are meaningful units; that is, 

the words composed from morphemes must exist in the 

lexicon, and the components of phrases must be compatible 

in meaning. Because semantic translation of syntactic 
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units and relations must be possible, only sentences 

acceptable to the native speaker will be generated by the 

rules. 

In conclusion, an approach which combines 

principles of morphology, syntax and semantics provides a 

full account of the separability phenomenon as it applies 

to one type of compound and to phrases in Chinese. After 

an examination of the functor/argument relations in both 

componnds and phrases, rules operating according to 

logical grammatical relationships are suggested which 

explain the phenomenon. Categorial analysis thus provides 

a logical way not only to derive Chinese sentences, but 

also to explain the identity between the syntactic 

variations of verb phrases and the V + -V compound. 
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